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In July 2020, Rights of Equality started what would turn out to be one of our most

cherished projects to date: a series in which we interviewed leaders from all around

the world doing groundbreaking work to empower and uplift women and girls and to

promote gender equality. Our main goal when we created this was to highlight and

amplify the voices and work of these amazing individuals. We also hoped that the

journeys of all these change makers would help inspire people all across the globe to

step up and create a better world. 

Purpose and Context

After six months, when we looked back at all the deeply insightful conversations and

exchanges, something very beautiful came alive in front of us. We realized that while

all of these seventeen stories are so diverse and delve into so many different topics

revolving around gender equality, there is one thing common in all of them. They all

tell us stories of hope. Stories of rising amidst challenges and barriers. Stories of

compassion, love, and empathy. Stories that symbolize a lot of the things that we, as

a community, needed in 2020 and will continue to need in the upcoming years: hope,

resilience, and courage. And as 2020 — a year full of setbacks and turmoil— comes to

an end these are the type of stories that people need to hear to build a more

sustainable future. 
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Which is why we have decided to compile all of the interviews from our series

“Equality Change Makers” into this e-book so as to provide our readers with inspiring,

and heartfelt stories about these individuals who have truly done amazing work in

advancing humanity and gender equality. We hope as you read through these

seventeen journeys, you are �lled with courage and desire to overcome your

obstacles, and continue on protecting and promoting humanity and human rights.

 
Founder, Rights of Equality 
January 1, 2021

Swagata Sen
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKER

Phionah Musumba, Founder &
Executive Director Malkia
Foundation
Published on July 9, 2020
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 a non-

governmental organization(NGO) in rural Kenya which helps and empowers

underprivileged girls and women. Phionah’s remarkable journey of establishing the

Malkia Foundation to help others while she herself was �ghting with acute poverty is

just phenomenal. We are deeply grateful and honored to be able to feature Phionah

and her groundbreaking and incredible work in the 

 interview series.

 is the Founder & Executive Director of Phionah Musumba Malkia Foundation,

“Equality Change

Makers”

Phionah, could you please tell us about your work in promoting women
empowerment and gender equality?

We provide approximately 4,000 girls every year with menstrual hygiene supplies to

keep them in school.

I run Malkia Foundation, a national non-governmental organization in rural Western

in Kenya. We empower girls with educational opportunities, and women by providing

them opportunities for skill-building for enterprise development towards gainful and

or self-employment for sustainability.

At the moment though, we are involved in the mitigation of COVID-19 through mass

production and free distribution in face masks and handwashing soap to our

community. As of now, we have distributed 54,000 masks and 7,000 bottles of

handwashing soap. During normal times, we run different programs, namely-

i) Menstrual Hygiene and Management 

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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We provide women on groups of 15 with tiny loans that impact their lives profoundly

by enabling them to achieve and access their families’ basic needs. Sometimes their

goal is usually to be able to put food on their table.

iii) School Outreach 
We impart life-skills, entrepreneurship, and self-reliant skills to school going girls to

help them understand the importance of being job-ready or self employable after

school.

iv) Teenage Mothers Empowerment
We work with girls who �nd themselves thrown in the motherhood roles early in life.

We provide them with 7 weeks of �nancial literacy skills, lifestyles, entrepreneurship,

and general knowledge to be able to fend for themselves and their babies. At the end

of the training,  we provide them with small amount of loans with which they start

small cottage businesses for their sustainability. We also provide them with family

planning information. 

v) School Uniforms Manufacturing 
With a total of 11 tailors, we manufacture school uniforms for the schools in Vihiga

County at discounted prices to enable parents to afford the school fees for their

children.

ii) Micro�nance 

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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Although I live and work in my hometown, being accepted was not a walk in the park.

My ideas were considered too foreign. For instance, women here were used to using

crude methods and materials to stem menstrual blood. They would sit their

menstruating daughters on the sand, insert banana �ber, old pieces of fabric, and

even dirty blanket pieces inside the girls, which made them contract weird diseases.

They believed that the sanitary pads we provided were used to harvest the blood from

their daughters for unthinkable purposes.

My motivation came from poverty and my own life experiences. I got married young

at 17, and within no time, life was tougher than tough.I became homeless. I

experienced the worst form of poverty to the extent of feeding my kids stones with

huge mugs of water to simulate a full stomach. I had to watch my �rst son die for

lack of money to get him proper medical attention. I just felt the need to prevent this

from happening to other women

Can you share some of the major challenges and roadblocks which
you’ve faced in empowering women/girls?

My journey started in 2009 when I met 2 girls who were in need of educational

support in the slum I used to stay at in the city.  helped and after building a friendship

with them, learned the complexity of being a girl with access to little or no resources

to thrive. I challenged myself seeing the irony of that setting being in the city and

wondered how the girls back in my village were navigating the same. That’s how I

started my work

What motivated you to take this path/start this work?

Can you please tell us more about your journey

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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I would request the readers to please help us navigate this path.

What would you advise to our readers who want to help and empower
others?

A candle loses nothing by lighting another. Sharing
opportunities for growth with other women helps you
grow, shines your candle brighter. Lift each other up,
don’t put each other down. UBUNTU; I am because
you are. Help me help her.

Our vision has always been to build the Malkia STEM school for girls, seeing as we live

in a society that has programmed girls to believe that their brains are not wired for

the sciences and mathematics, but the arts and languages. To this endeavor, we have

purchased the land, the �rst step towards realizing our vision.

We are building the Malkia STEM school, an all-girls school, the �rst of its kind in

Kenya, which will enroll girls from kindergarten level so that they grow up not feeling

guilty about their love for the sciences. We live in a society that has programmed girls

to believe that their brains are not wired strong enough for mathematics and the

sciences, which should be a preserve for boys. We want to kill this notion. 

Please share some of your achievements and major milestones that
you are proud to share with our readers.

Even as we’ve made strides and progress now, our major challenge remains to get

funding for our work. 

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKER

Maya Vishwakarma: unravelling
menstruation stigma in rural India
Published on July 15, 2020
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Maya, could you please tell us about your work in promoting women
empowerment and gender equality in rural India?

Menstruation in rural India is still a taboo, and women do not have access or

affordability to any menstruation hygiene products. We have been educating the

women in tribal and rural areas of Madhya Pradesh about safe menstrual health and

hygiene and providing them menstruation hygiene products at a very low cost.

 popularly known as the “Padwoman Of India” is on a mission to

promote menstrual hygiene and to �ght against menstrual stigma in rural India. Her

organization    campaigns at the community level in remote

villages about menstrual hygiene and manufactures low-cost sanitary napkins for

tribal women in Madhya Pradesh, India. 

Maya Vishwakarma,

‘ Sukarma Foundation’

Hailing from a very remote village in India, Maya went to the US for her PhD on full

scholarships only to return to her village after a few years to serve her community and

empower the rural women who didn’t have the access to basic necessities of life. 

In 2016, she founded   and started manufacturing low-cost

sanitary pads. Later, in 2018 she decided to campaign in remote villages to raise

awareness about menstrual health. She didn’t �nd anybody to accompany her in the

campaign, and took a bank loan to purchase an SUV and travelled through 15 tribal

villages alone to talk about menstruation health and hygiene – such strong was her

determination! 

Sukarma Foundation

Maya’s story has been featured widely by the mainstream media in India and she

received a lot of accolades and awards for her efforts in empowering rural women.

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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We have a small sanitary pad manufacturing factory in my village in Madhya Pradesh

where we employ only women from marginalized and underprivileged backgrounds.

We are trying to empower these women by providing them with economic

independence in a very digni�ed way. The entire factory is run by these women – they

manage the entire operations and manufacturing work. This is a huge achievement for

these women.

We also run a telemedicine clinic in our village where only women are employed.

We promote gender equality by providing the economic freedom to women, by

encouraging girls to pursue higher education, and by telling these women that they

are not less than men – something they could not even imagine until a few years ago.

Please tell us more about your journey..

I was born and raised in a remote village in Madhya Pradesh, India. My father was a

blacksmith and agricultural labor. We had a small carpentry work. As a child, I

worked with my parents in the agricultural �eld. I had a very tough childhood, but

that gave me a lot of strength and resilience.

The only girls’ school in our village only had up to 8th grades. My parents were not

educated - my father studied till 5th graduated and my mother never went to school,

but they always encouraged me to study further. I went to a neighbouring village for

high school, then went to college and later did my post-graduation in Biochemistry

from Jabalpur.

We also conduct workshops and seminars in schools, and visit tribal villages and talk

to women to promote awareness about menstrual health and hygiene.

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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What motivated you to start this work? 

Coming from such a humble background, I started from zero, I had nothing to lose.

After coming to America, I was exposed to a very different world. At the same time,

there I got the opportunity to learn a lot in terms of working hard in establishing

myself.

I was the �rst girl in our entire locality who went to the US in full scholarship. But, I

didn’t really enjoy engineering and dropped out of my PhD after 2 years, and moved

to California Bay Area. I joined a cancer research lab in UCSF and started working as

a Senior Research Associate.

But when I would come to my village on vacation, there were still no roads and

electricity. One issue which started bothering me really bad was the lack of awareness

and access to proper menstrual hygiene. There was a huge taboo around

menstruation, and women had no concept about menstrual hygiene. I wanted do

something to remove that.

I joined AIIMS, Delhi for a research fellowship. In AIIMs, I got a lot of exposure in

basic science research, started attending a lot of conferences, and seminars and got

interested in research. After that, I went to the US for Ph. D.in Chemical and

Biological Engineering at  . South Dakota School of Mines and Technology

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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I started my social work by making a small documentary �lm 

 on sustainable villages and promoted the movie in the neighbouring villages. I

also wrote a book on sustainable villages.

Swaraj Mumkin

Hai

Then I formed my non-pro�t,  . Sukarma Foundation

We started spreading awareness in all the tribal areas about menstruation hygiene

and started a small low-cost sanitary napkin manufacturing unit called ‘No Tension’

where we employed only local women.

 

Recently, during the lockdown due to covid 19, we have been working every day for

the last 4 months to provide relief packages to villagers and migrant workers.The

lockdown had a horri�c impact on the villagers and migrant workers. 

I was looking for an opportunity to broaden my network in the areas of social

transformation and social changes. In 2011, I participated in the Anna Movement as

volunteers and eventually in 2014, I got the ticket for Member of Parliament (MPs)

from Aam Aadmi Party (AAP). I ran for the Indian Parliament election from

Hoshangabad Constituency, Madhya Pradesh. During the election campaign I

travelled to remote places and got myself familiar with a lot of issues in the tribal

areas in Madhya Pradesh. I lost the election, but after the election, I realized I

wanted to continue my social and community work. I didn’t want to get stuck in the

US with a regular job. I felt I wasn't born for that life. 

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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Giving them the freedom to continue their education is unthinkable for the parents.

Convincing the parents to allow their daughters to go to school, or allowing them to

work as well as changing the mind of the girls and diverting them towards education

were really very dif�cult at the beginning. 

 

Girls and women are required to follow a lot of social restrictions here. They are not

allowed to go out, pursue higher studies or to have a job. in fact, they are not even

allowed to go to the market alone. 

These are the major obstacles that I have been facing in empowering girls and

women. Fortunately, we were able to make some impact, situation and mindset of

people are changing very slowly.

Very few girls in these areas pursue higher education. Girls in villages, starting from

as early as 11/12 years, have huge domestic responsibilities. 

Absolutely! The two primary challenges I faced were, providing these women a sense

of freedom, and increasing their level of con�dence.

Can you share some of the major challenges and roadblocks which
you’ve faced in empowering women and girls in rural India?

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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My work have received a lot of media attention.  According to the media, my work is

very unique in rural India, So, media approach me every time I do something new.

I’ve also received quite a few awards. Recently I’ve received the SBI Women

Empowerment Award and New India Times  . All these are small

milestones for me.

Devi Award 2019

I don’t think I have really achieved anything big yet. I do this work because I was

really passionate about this issue. However, giving talks in institutions like IIITs,

addressing hundreds of students, going to TED Talk- all these were amazing

experiences for me.

 Could you please share some of your achievements and major
milestones so far?

What would you advise to our readers who want to help and empower
women?

Well, my advice to all the readers would be – please don’t compare or discriminate

between boys and girls or sons and daughters. I was the only girl in my family, I had

three brothers. My parents treated me the same as my brothers –  I didn’t have any

restrictions, I was allowed to do everything that my brothers would do – lifting weight,

playing  with other boys.kabaddi 

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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Being treated equally and respectfully at childhood
would make the girls con�dent as adults. Con�dence
and freedom both are equally important in our lives. If
your daughters are not con�dent, even if you give
them the freedom they’ll not be able to do anything.
Please raise your daughters with equality, dignity, and
teach them that everyone is equal.
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKER

 

 

Masooma Ranalvi: Fighting to End
Female Genital Mutilation(FGM) in
India
Published on July 21, 2020
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Masooma’s work, thus, doesn’t end in spreading awareness and campaigning against

this practice. She and her team have been �ghting a relentless battle in getting

of�cial recognition of the fact that FGM happens in India, as well as getting policies

implemented to ban FGM in India. 

Masooma, could you please tell us about your work in ending FGM in
India?

Like every activist, her journey has also been extremely brave, and unique in many

ways. 

In India, the practice of FGM is prevalent in the Bohra community, but quite

surprisingly, there is absolutely no of�cial recognition or data about the prevalence of

FGM in India! 

Masooma later founded an organization with other survivors called  to

end FGM in India. 

‘We Speak Out’

Masooma Ranalvi still recalls the day, at age 7, when she was taken to a dirty

apartment in Bhindi Bazaar in Mumbai with the promise of ice cream. The horror of

that day remained with her as a shameful secret until, in college, she was able to put

a name to her experience:  .Female Genital Mutilation(FGM)

The objective of the organization that I built,   is ending 

 in India. This is an organization of survivors – those who have been

subjected to FGM are part of this movement to end this brutal practice in our

community.

‘We Speak Out’ Female genital

Mutilation (FGM)

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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 We promote awareness by talking to women and men, sharing stories

and experiences, telling them about how this practice harms the girls, and why it

should be banned immediately. 

My primary work is creating awareness and sensitizing people within the

community.

Engaging

with government bodies like the National Commission of Women, the National

Human Rights Commission and WCD ministry, by bringing this issue out in front of

them, and creating opportunities for discussion. FGM is not only a human rights

violation but also a violation of a constitutional right. We want people to look at it at

that level. And it’s very critical that the government takes the responsibility of ending

this practice. 

The second part of my work is to engage in legal and policy level advocacy. 

Even within the Bohra community, people lack awareness about FGM – they just

blindly and unquestioningly follow the custom without really understanding why it is

done, what are the implications, and how it impacts the life of the survivors as they

grow up to be adult women.

 The Bohras are spread far and wide

– all over India and abroad, but the largest concentration is in Western

India. Unfortunately, a lot of people don’t even know about the existence of FGM in

India. 

In India, FGM exists within the Bohra community.

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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The United Nations has declared the elimination of FGM as one of the 

.  

 is Ending of FGM. Thus clearly the world is involved in this whole

movement, and we also want to put our issue as a part of the global community.

17 Sustainable

Development Goals (SDG 2030) Target 3 of UN SDG 5 (Gender Equality and Women

Empowerment)

 FGM is not an issue in India alone, it is a practice prevalent in all

over the world. 

The third part of my work is making our voices heard at the global and at the

international level.

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
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Another important factor was that we talk about the equality of women and the rights

of women. And yet when it comes to our children, we blindly follow harmful and

brutal practices and rituals, in the name of tradition, culture, and religion. I felt that,

by keeping silent, we were allowing this practice to perpetuate and to continue. I felt

it was the time we started questioning our tradition. I decided to speak out, raise my

voice and do whatever I could to end this. That was another reason why I started this

work.

Please tell us more about your journey.

My journey started when I began to speak out about my personal story of being an

FGM survivor. In the process, I had connected with many other women, whose stories

were the same as mine. They were women from all over the world, all of us came

from a space where we never spoke about our stories of having undergone

FGMs.That’s when we decided to create a platform where we could start talking

about our issues.

One of the biggest motivations for me to start this
journey was, I was a survivor myself. The trauma
never really left me, it’s something extremely deep-
seated, personal, and life-changing. It’s not like any
other cut or injury that heals after some time and you
move one.

What motivated you to start this work?
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Women are not allowed to speak up, to openly protest against things which may be

unjust and harmful. That’s the way it is in all communities, not just in my community.

This is primarily how I built up this movement that happened along the way

That’s a major roadblock we have in terms of garnering the support of women. A lot

of the women from our group don’t openly come out. They support us and work with

us without disclosing their identities because of the fear of facing opposition at home.

Can you share some of the major challenges and roadblocks which
you’ve faced so far?

One of the major roadblocks was in the form of social boycott and instilling fear to

women who wanted to speak out against their community. When a woman speaks out

about something which is unjust, which is harmful, she faces a lot of pressure from

her family, relatives, and from the religious leaders.

In the beginning, we connected on WhatsApp. Then we realized we could join hands

with each other in creating a bigger impact. One of the �rst things we did was starting

a   on Change.org. Today we’ve crossed over 2 lakh signatures on that

petition. That was also a moment for us to bond with each other as FGM survivors! We

collectively built the campaign and solidarity with each other. Since then, we’ve done

several campaigns, we’ve done a research study, we’ve organized programs to spread

awareness within the community and workshops with women and girls. We have also

gone to international forums where we have presented our cases. 

petition in 2015

In 2016, we created the organization   to promote awareness about

FGM in India, started putting forward news articles, stories of survivors, etc. 

“We Speak Out”
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 Another major challenge is that there is no of�cial data on FGM in India. We have

done a study where we have shown that 75 per cent of the girls in the Bohra

community are still subjected to this practice. The type of FGM performed by the

Bohra Community is called khatna, which is equivalent to Type 1 or Type 4 FGM as

classi�ed by the World Health Organization. It is performed secretly, at home. We

also have our own anecdotal data, our own stories of how it affected us, and what

happened to us. Unfortunately, the Indian government refuses to accept the �ndings

of our study, or the fact that FGM happens in India. Unless there is a survey or

research by the government, we will never have any of�cial data. And since India

doesn’t have any of�cial data on FGM, we do not have a strong standing on

international forums, which proves to be a major problem.

       

We receive a lot of opposition from a section of the women themselves. These women

campaign against us, call us all kinds of names. We get trolled on the internet. They

say that we are against religion, but, we talk about religion at all. We talk against one

harmful tradition.

Today, most of the countries and international humanitarian agencies have declared

FGM as a violation of human rights. If this is against human rights, against

constitutional rights, there should be mechanisms to stop it and mechanisms to

punish those who propagate and perpetuate this. Without that, we will never be able

to end this practice, These are all the challenges which we are working through to

eliminate and ban FGM in Indi
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Another big milestone for our movement, I think, has been that we have brought the

issue out from secrecy to the public domain. Today, in India, as well as globally,

there is a recognition of the fact that the Bohra Community in India practices FGM. It

was possible only because of our movement. This is a true achievement that we have

exposed something which was carrying on in India for centuries but nobody had the

courage to speak out openly and publicly about it.

Also, the fact that today we are in the Supreme Court and the matter has been under

consideration in the Supreme Court of India, in a way is large and was possible

because of our movement.

What do you consider as your biggest achievements so far?

My biggest achievement was getting the support of a
lot of women in my community who pledged that they
would not cut their girls. That was a huge
achievement. The fact that we have created that
awareness, we have built the con�dence in these
women to actually think that they are going to stop
this practice is a very, very, very big one for us. We
would like more and more women to do this.
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What if anybody wants to get involved in your movement or want to
support your cause? 

Any kind of support and solidarity are most welcome from anybody who wants to be

part of our movement or wants to help us out. You can reach out to us through our

website, wespeakout.org. We are always in need of funds as this effort is completely

non-pro�t, most of the time we spend from our own pockets. I

The biggest thing our movement has taught women and girls was – you can actually

question things and you can bring change in your own life, in your own surroundings

and in your own communities. I think takeaways of our movement were partly raising

awareness and partly breaking the barriers as a lot of people never speak about issues

that bother them, and are taught not to question or challenge the traditions. 

What would you advise our readers who want to speak out against
injustice but are afraid to come forward?
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In 2019, she was invited by   an International

Olympic Committee-sanctioned event to speak on peace, friendship, and youth

empowerment during the opening ceremony in Ufa, Russia.

International Children’s Games (ICG),

She was invited by the   twice to share her views on Football for

Friendship. 

United Nations

Now 15, she has participated and represented India in various other projects including

Girl Up, Girls with Impact, Lean In India, SDGs For Children, SDG Choupal, and

She’s Mercede

Ananya, could you tell us about your present work in relation to
promoting women empowerment and gender equality?

I am an advocate of gender equality. My main goal is to �ght for women’s rights. I

get extremely offended when someone says girls cannot make it to the top of the

ladder. I think women should be respected and accepted in society equally as men,

not as a second gender.

I am also an advocate of women’s sports, and represent India internationally in a

social program called  . I see this as an opportunity to use

sports as a tool to promote gender equality. 

Football for Friendship

She had been chosen as a goodwill ambassador of BRICS countries in 2018. In the

same year She was invited to Moscow as a special guest at the world premiere of her

book ‘ , an anthology of twenty-one

stories.  She was also awarded the best young journalist award for her efforts in

spreading the values of the program through this book.

My Journey from Mohali to St. Petersburg‘
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I have been playing football and basketball in my school and club teams since

childhood. I have learnt a lot about myself, as well as about life  during my sports

training sessions. 

In an attempt to motivate the team’s performance, I often hear coaches hurl

statements such as: This is a war! Let’s go out and kill the other team! Man up!

You’re playing like a girl!

I realized that while the coaches show the kids how to shoot a basket, throw a strike

or head a football, they also indirectly send a message to regard girls as inferior to

boys.

For many people, “playing like a girl” means being
inferior. Being too slow! Being clumsy! Being too
weak. Striking out. Dropping a catch. Missing a tackle.
Missing a shot! Getting crossed up! I want to change
these narratives.

My project –  , which is in the pipeline will speci�cally focus on women’s

rights and will address the main obstacles in a women’s progress in the target area. I

plan to organize awareness sessions for girls on their rights and to �ght against

discrimination and gender equality.

Sports to Lead

The Sports to Lead will also highlight the bene�ts of using sports as a vehicle to

combat hyper masculinity.

What inspired  you to take these steps at such a young age?
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Family structures must be supportive for women to make decisions to promote gender

equality, social justice and enable them to contribute to sustainable national

development. I think we need to promote more awareness about inequalities evolving

from power imbalance and domination at various levels. I feel empowerment is not

just about improving capabilities of women, but more about providing enabling

circumstances which restrict women from �ourishing. ,

Sports in general has often been a landing site for hyper masculinized ideals (power,

using violence to solve problems, homophobia and risk taking), but there’s a growing

recognition that cultivating these kinds of performance-based values contributes to

societal norms relating to violence against women.

This motivated me to take a pledge to make the world a better, fairer, safer place for

women and decided to work for the empowerment of girls.

What, according to you, are the major challenges in empowering women
and girls in India?

 The greatest challenge in women/girls empowerment in India are the psychological

barriers of a male dominated society. Once the mindset of the society is changed

women can be fast paced in doing what the world needs. Often it is the fear of

rejection that curbs the growth of women. Giving them the assurance they need and

piercing through this so-called male dominated society will be helpful for

empowering women.
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I was born and raised in Chandigarh, India. I have grown up in a joint family, and I 

consider my family as the biggest pillars of love, strength and support for me. I am

fortunate that everyone at home (my grandparents, parents and uncles) supported

me in whatever I did.  The values and structure of my joint family taught me self-

control and how to respect others. It also taught me the values like adjusting with

others and �exibility, which can go a long way in life.

I believe equality begins at home. I have been blessed
to be born to parents who see women as the pillars of
society. We are two sisters and my parents have
always taught us to uphold the fact that we are no
way less than boys.

My parents believe that real women empowerment is right in the hands of women.

Having grown up with these great ideals, we both are now strong, partially

independent and capable girls ready to face any challenges with strength and

integrity. I Feel proud to be the daughter of such great parents.t

Please tell us about  the role of your family in shaping your life
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I was invited by the   twice to share my views on peace, friendship, and

equality.

United Nations

Please share some of your achievements and major milestones that
you are proud of

For the last three years, I have been selected to represent India as a Young Journalist

at the global  social program. Football for Friendship is

an annual International Children’s social program that unites children of different

nationalities, different genders, and different physical abilities. The goal of the project

is the development of children’s football, fostering tolerance, and respect for

different cultures and nationalities among children from different countries. The key

values that the participants support and promote are friendship, equality, fairness,

health, peace, devotion, victory, traditions, and honor.

Football for Friendship (F4F) 

In 2019, I was invited by   (ICG), an International

Olympic Committee-sanctioned event to speak on peace, friendship, and equality

during the opening ceremony in Ufa, Russia.

International Children’s Games
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I have been selected into the   by the 

. The WLF Ambassador programme aims to bring together

individuals from all over the world to be a local voice and fundraise for literacy in

their schools, universities, communities or social groups.

WLF Ambassador programme 2020 World

Literacy Foundation (WLF)

Right now I am working on gender equality and the prevention of violence against

women and girls through my initiative called Sports to Lead.

What would be your advice to those who want to promote gender
equality? 

Attaining gender balance will require encouraging women’s leadership, holding

leading positions in business, participation in politics & sports, the private sector and

government of�ces.

Each one of you can make a contribution by
empowering your daughters, sisters and other girls in
your family and community.

I am a published author of  , an anthology

of twenty-one stories. These stories are based on the fundamental human values.

‘ ‘My Journey from Mohali to St. Petersburg

I became a  countries and participated in various

other projects, including Girl Up, Girls with Impact, Lean In India, SDGs For Children,

SDG Choupal, National Youth Council of India (NYCI) and She’s Mercedes.

goodwill ambassador of BRICS 
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 has served as the Executive Director of 

, AiW since 2015. She is based in New York and Lebanon. Lina brings a strong 

 activist orientation to the Institute, promoting education and research to

advance social change and policy change – and ultimately to improve the lives of

women and girls in the Arab region. 

Dr. Lina Abirafeh Arab Institute for

Women

feminist

Prior to joining AiW, Lina spent over 20 years in development and humanitarian

contexts, working with the    in countries such as Afghanistan, Haiti,

Democratic Republic of Congo and others. Her speci�c expertise is in 

 summarized by her  , Women Deliver 

, 

, amongst others.

United Nations

gender-based

violence prevention and response, TEDx talk

PowerTalk keynote address for Swedish International Development Agency annual

meeting

In 2018, Lina was listed as one of the 

 – one of only two Arabs to make the list. She received this

honour again in   from over 9000 nominations.

Gender Equality Top 100: The Most In�uential

People in Global Policy

2019

Lina completed her doctoral work from the London School of Economics and

published 

 based on her research. She speaks and publishes frequently on a range

of gender issues such as  ,  

,  , 

,  , women in con�ict – for instance

in   and  , and so on. 

“Gender and International Aid in Afghanistan: The Politics and Effects of

Intervention”

gender-based violence sexual and reproductive health and

rights what’s holding Arab women back from equality bodily integrity and

autonomy female humanitarian aid workers

Sudan Yemen
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I’m a Lebanese and Palestinian. I grew up in con�ict. When I was just 14 years old

when I took a course called Comparative Women’s History in high school. This class

showed me what I had not been seeing as a young girl, that the world was �lled with

stories of violence against women, and that the world is fundamentally unequal.

I was just appalled by the types of violence I was learning about as a 14-year-old. I

learned about female genital mutilation, about intimate partner violence, and about

women who mutilate their bodies to appease the latest beauty norms that change all

the time. All of these left a really big mark on me. I woke up to this realization that

violence against women was the greatest crime, not just of our time, but of all time.

Once that is eradicated, all of these other rights that we are working towards, for

instance, access to public space, public life and leadership, decision making and

economic opportunity, and everything else will be available, accessible, and

achievable. That was my calling. That was my entry point into equality. 

Lina is a board member of various organizations including  , Forced

Migration Review, Society of Gender Professionals, and Greenpeace MENA, amongst

others.

SheDecides

Lina had an in-depth and deep conversation with Swagata Sen about her career,

work, and views on women’s rights and safety.

Lina, what motivated you to have a career in women’s rights and
safety?

She believes  is the strongest vehicle for peace and sustainable

development.

 women’s leadership
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I realized this is what I needed to do for the rest of my life. At that moment, I knew

that’s what I would do and I would �nd a way to do it. I wanted to be in the �eld. I

saw the bigger battle being in countries that needed the most help and countries that

were in poverty, countries that were experiencing humanitarian emergencies. I spent

two decades of my career working in that context, speci�cally on violence against

women.

I decided that women’s safety should be the
barometer by which I would measure my work. If
women are not safe, no one is safe. We take up so
much of our time thinking about our own safety, and
worrying about how to make ourselves safe. If
something happens, society believes that it’s our fault
because we didn’t take the necessary precautions to
make ourselves safe.

Even with equal participation in politics, in economic life, in education, anywhere, it is

meaningless without bodily autonomy. If we don’t have rights to our own bodies, in

our own ability to be safe in our homes, in our communities, at every hour, every

place, every time, wearing whatever we want, going wherever we want, then what’s

the point?

I spent nearly two decades working mostly in humanitarian emergencies and mostly

on sexual violence. After all these years and all these countries, I thought to myself

‘there has to be something I can do that is longer-term, and more sustainable.’ I

kept responding to emergencies that seemed to never end. 
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So I started to think of how I could do the same type of work from a different angle.

And I landed a job in academia where I now still sit. I am the Executive Director of

the   Institute for Women, which was very appealing to me because this institute

was the �rst of its kind in the Arab region, covering the 22 Arab states. It was an

extraordinary little place that always operated at the intersection of academia and

activism. So it really has a feminist, activist grounding with academic credibility. 

Arab

I wanted to bring recognition to this place – an institute that is now forty-seven years

old, the �rst in the region, one of the �rst in the world, and yet relatively unknown. So

I decided to �ght for this place.

The institute is based in Lebanon. Lebanon now is going down the drain in terms of a

total economic crisis, political instability, a long-running refugee crisis, and Covid on

top of all of that. Right now, it is the perfect storm – one disaster on top of another.

So I’m �ghting for the survival of this place.

What are some of the most profound moments of your career?

The moments when I felt like I did the right thing were when I was actually listening

to the people I was there to serve. There’s a lot of that comes with this line of work

that can be patronizing or dismissive, like a colonial legacy of ‘I’ve come here to �x

you and save you, women’. There’s a lot of that superhero language that we use

which I think is very damaging. I don’t subscribe to this kind of stuff at all. I think

people will save themselves. People will liberate themselves in the way that they

want. You just have to be behind them with the tools and resources. There’s a lot of

humility in this.
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There’s a lot of sense that, if you want to help, you have to do it the way that people

ask you to do it, not the way that you want to do it. You are not coming to impose

your own world view.  Afghan women were a great teacher for me. They basically sat

me down and told me, ‘ you’re here to help us, then help us. Here’s what you should

do.’ They gave me a list, and I said,  this is a great lesson.

Once I was having a conversation with young people
about what they thought of women’s issues and all
this big language of liberation we’re throwing around.
One young man said to me ‘the world thought they
could bring freedom to Afghan women, but freedom is
only one from the inside.’ I get chills still when I say
that line, although it’s been almost 20 years. Even
today, I’m so guided by this one line that I heard two
decades back but never forgot.
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Another profound moment of my life was having the courage at a certain point to

leave my humanitarian life. Even though I was at the top of my game professionally

and felt  I still had a lot to offer, I wanted to do something that was meaningful and

sustainable. I chose to apply all these wonderful experiences to a place where I 

would make some lasting changes. I think the idea that there isn’t one way to do this

kind of work, was a very important lesson for me because up until that point, I had

truly thought ‘it’s the �eld or nothing.’
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I think it is important that we recognize the value that we bring. We need to believe

that, even if we don’t see it in our lifetime, changes are happening slowly, because if

we don’t remind ourselves of that, it is far too easy to get discouraged.

I ask myself all the time, where, when and how will it end? How much do we have to

do to end it? This is centuries overdue. Impossible that we’re still discussing this.

That’s the anger that keeps me going. 

I said, ‘thank you very much. Yes, freedom is only one from the inside. Now tell me

how I can help you achieve that?’ That was how I learned a little bit about how to do

this work better.  So the times when I felt like I had taken a step back and let the

population that I was there to serve completely drive the work and create the kind of

vision that they wanted of the future, were very profound for me.  

 I was angry and am still am angry because we’ve allowed violence against

women to continue for as long as we have, accepting a life that is fundamentally

unequal. And we’ve not solved this. There are so many other fractures, �ssures,

divisions, discriminations and isms in the world. But for me, this is the oldest and the

biggest, and at the very core. How have we not �xed it yet?  

My anger.

What motivates you to keep fighting?
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I would say, �rst of all, recognize that there are so many ways to do this work. I think

it’s important to start where you stand, as i’ve said in many of my talks.

There’s no job satisfaction in this work because we
never �nish the job! I look forward to a day when I’ll
be out of a job. I’m not sure that’s going to happen in
our lifetimes. I wish for it, though, because I would
love to say. ‘I did something, and I �nished the job. I
made the word a better place for women.’ And then I
can retire. 

It’s frustrating to not be able to accomplish very much. You look at yourself and

think, “What have I done here?’ you have to �nd a system to measure what it is that

you’re doing and believe that you are making a difference.  

What would you suggest to the young activists and leaders who want
to work in gender-based violence or women’s empowerment?

How do you measure success?

That’s a dif�cult question. It’s really hard to measure. How do you measure your

success in this work? Do you even have any success? How am I still �ghting for this?

How are we still arguing for this same stuff?  I wish I could say,  “I spent four years

in Afghanistan and I ended sexual violence there, then I move on to another

country.”
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 In the end, you also have to remember that you cannot fast-track social change. No

country in the world has achieved zero violence against women. You need to recognize

that you’re �ghting a big battle that is going to take generations – and we’re doing it

for future generations.   

At some point  you have to look across the generations
and say, over the long term every generation of 
women are stronger, better, healthier, more educated,
more articulate about what they want. You have to
compare across generations rather than day to day, to
keep yourself motivated.  

Are there opportunities for activists, researchers or students to get
involved with your work or volunteer with your institute?

Absolutely! People can get in touch with me.

 Unfortunately, violence against women is all around us, in our homes, on the streets

and in our schools and communities. If you want to do something, you can do it

without even leaving the house, in your own sphere of in�uence. I know the real work

is in your house and in your life and with your children or your parents or your

partners. Believe me, if everybody sees that, if everybody does that, that would be a

contagious kind of movement.
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Fighting for rights, for equality, for justice, for dignity is everyone’s responsibility.

There is room for us all. And it’s the only way we will ever succeed. 

We take volunteers any time, anywhere for anything. People write to me for doing

research or getting their research published, we always �nd ways to engage people

that are mutually bene�cial.  I would love to se’e people who are looking for a

challenge.

We need to keep sharing information with people in a range of formats so they are

accessible to everyone. 
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKER

Alaa Al-Eryani : Founder of Yemeni
Feminist Movement
Published on August 4, 2020
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Alaa Al-Eryani is a gender equality advocate and Women Deliver Young Leader

Alumna. She is the founder of the Yemeni Feminist Movement (YFM) platform. Born

out of the frustration of women being constantly sidelined throughout Yemen’s

political instability and war, YFM is the �rst Yemeni feminist online platform. It raises

awareness about feminism and discriminatory laws and practices against women in

Yemen. In 2013 Alaa Al-Eryani was one of the �rst to write on the case of , the ten-

year-old girl who was being  . forced into a marriage contract

Alaa also works as a gender consultant and producer MENA AGE Initiative for Gender

Equality and is the content manager of  , an online platform that

empowers young Arab girls through inspiring storytelling, resources, and content.

Banat Al-Youm

In her conversation with Swagata Sen, Alaa shared her journey and her struggle in

reducing gender inequality and empowering women in her own country. 

Alaa, Could you please tell us about your work in empowering women
and reducing gender inequality in Yemen?

My work focuses on raising awareness of gender inequality in Yemen. There is an

unsettling denial of the situation from both men and women. A lot of people deny

that there is an issue with women’s rights and condition in our society. They see this

inequality as the norm and will argue that gender equality will destroy the society and

family values and structure. My work is done mostly online (for now) because this

issue is so sensitive in our region that it’s extremely dangerous for us to work on the

�eld. We are hoping one day after the war is over and the situation is safer, we would

be able to reach out to women who have no access to the internet to teach them more

about their rights, what they deserve, and the fact that they are human beings just

like men.
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I am (and have always been) very fascinated about the strength and resilience of

Yemeni women. Despite living in a country that is ranked the lowest in the 

, and dealing with gender-based violence, illiteracy, child

marriage,  Yemeni women have always persevered. They always shined despite it all.

You will often see Yemeni women breaking glass ceilings and achieving bigger goals

in spite of all the hinders. 

Global

Gender Gap Report

I focus on raising awareness and spreading knowledge through social media content,

as well as promoting success stories that will empower other women and inspire the

Please tell us more about your journey.

I have been living in Canada for almost 6 years now but I lived almost all my life in

Yemen. Growing up as a woman in Yemen was tough. Despite being lucky enough to

come from a family that respected and valued women, I still lived with a lot of

societal gender discrimination and watched women around me suffer from

patriarchal ideologies. In addition to that, my experience with my �rst marriage with

an abusive and misogynist person made me so passionate to �ght against the

patriarchy. 

This gave me a lot of strength and resilience and made me interested in �ghting for

gender equality and starting my online platform 

 (YFM). 

“Yemeni Feminist

Movement”

I was astonished that despite the strength of Yemeni women, there are

discriminations and violations that a lot of them consider normal.
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One of the biggest challenges that I faced was the backlash. 

  

 

I �rst attempted to

launch YFM in April of 2013 as a Facebook page but received an overwhelmingly

negative response that left me in fear of my life. I was getting threats to my inbox

from people who knew my address and swore to hurt me if I didn’t shut down the

page.

Indeed, at the time I was not brave enough for this challenge and ended up

deactivating it while continuing my activism silently and behind the scenes.

After I came to Canada and started to settle, I decided to re-activate YFM in 2019.

 I was glad to see that the responses to my work were much different

than that of 2013; positive responses and support outweighed the negative this

time. 

This time around I was feeling safer because I was away from my country and

couldn’t be hurt.

I still do get bullied and threatened here and there, but I have accepted it as

part of the job, unfortunately.

What are the major challenges and roadblocks which you’ve faced in
empowering women/girls in your country? 

I realized that as women we have been brought up to naturally accept that we are

less than, that this is the way it is and we shouldn’t question it. So I decided to raise

more awareness about what we deserve as women and human beings, and also

empower women to speak up and not let anyone violate their rights. 
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I was inspired to start the   because I realized it would be

the �rst of its kind in Yemen and it would really highlight some of the issues as well as

successes of Yemeni women. I also wanted it to be a platform where Yemeni women

can raise their voices or make their voices heard..

Yemeni Feminist Movement

Please share some of your achievements that you are proud of.

Other than founding and building YFM, I am honored to have collaborated on a lot of

other projects including  . MeTooMENA, MENA AGE Initiative, and Banat Al-Youm
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Within each of those projects, I am proud to say that we have reached thousands of

women and girls with our campaigns and content. I am also grateful to have been

selected as a   The experience was so amazing,

and we received a lot of capacity building and speaking opportunities.

Women Deliver Young Leader in 2018.

What would be your advice to those who want to help and empower
other women , but are not sure how to start from?

Start with yourself. Before you do anything, practice self-
love and self-empowerment. Stand up for yourself,
choose to be a warrior; not a victim, and surround
yourself by empowered women who will empower you.
Then from there, you can start leading by example and
advocating for other women. You can do that by �ghting
injustice through participating in political movements (or
starting your own!), supporting organizations that work in
women’s rights, or maybe through becoming a mentor.
There are so many things you can do to empower other
women.
.
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKER

Angeline Makore: Uplifting girls and
women in Zimbabwe
Published on August 7, 2020
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Angelina Makore is a young activist from Zimbabwe and an alumna of Women Deliver

Young Leaders, who escaped a forced marriage at 14! Now her organization, 

, rescues child

marriage victims and sexually abused girls and offers psycho-social support to them.

Spark R.E.A.D also focuses on reproductive, maternal, child, and adolescent health

issues. The organization runs the SparkGirls mentorship program, which links girls

from underprivileged backgrounds with established women leaders to help the former

�nd role-models and mentors. Angeline Makore is making a real difference on the

ground in uplifting the girls and women in Zimbabwe. 

Spark

R.E.A.D (Resilience, Empowerment, Activism, and Development)

Some of my work includes but not limited to advocating for sexual reproductive

health and rights of young girls in order to access correct and adequate information

and services about their sexual health.

Angeline Makore received The  for her project,

Mwedzi Social Enterprise, offering reusable sanitary pads and teaching adolescent

girls on menstrual hygiene management. Angeline was featured in World Economic

Forum blog “4 young Africans who are changing the world” and Global Citizen blog

titled “5 Formidable Young Women Who Are Shaping Africa’s Future”

Takeda Young Entrepreneurship Award

Angelina, Could you please tell us about your work in empowering girls
in Zimbabwe?

My work in empowering the Girl children in Zimbabwe is anchored by my vision to see

girls succeed despite their circumstances. I tailor-make programs to suit various

needs of girls in Zimbabwe and beyond, through my organization SparkR.E.A.D.
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What motivated you to start this work?

My journey started when I was still very young seeing the atrocities and challenges

the girls in my community and country were going through and my close experience of

narrowly escaping a child marriage.  I then decided to do something about it. That’s

when I started volunteering in organizations that had a mandate of emancipating

girls and young women.

 

 

 To combat these practices I speak

out against early, forced child marriages and Gender-based violence. I rescue child

marriage victims together with gender-based violence victims and offer them

temporary shelter, legal, and counseling services. We also raise awareness through

community dialogues with leaders such as pastors, traditional chiefs, and local

members of parliament. ,

Last but not least, harmful cultural and religious practices are infesting our

communities, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa.

I do this work through collaborative engagements with the community including the

adolescent girls themselves. I also empower young girls to break the ceilings when it

comes to their education – I’m running a program that seeks to encourage girls to

venture into STEM careers by paying their high school fees, mentorship with

established women in science and career guidance.

I later realized I need to make an impact starting from the grassroots levels and

addressing the core problems. That is how SparkREAD, an organization that

addresses and redresses the plight of girls and young people, was born.
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Some of the challenges I faced in my work are access to funds and resources to

expand the work in different communities, fake promises about partnerships to

empower girls, and the dif�cult political terrain.

Please share some of your achievements and major milestones that
you are proud of
One of my biggest achievement was being selected as a 

 under upcoming young women leaders. I’m also part

of  , received The T

, and was featured in   among

others.

Vital Voices Global

Partnership VVLead Fellow

Women Deliver Young Leaders Alumni, akeda Young

Entrepreneurship Award World Economic Forum blog

What would be your advice to the budding activists who are not sure
how to start?

If you want to they want to help the vulnerable people in the world or start your own

projects, programs, or organizations, just go ahead and start doing something. There

will never be the right time! If you want to support my work towards the

empowerment of girl children and youth in Zimbabwe you can contact us via our

website. We welcome any corporation, foundation, and organization support.

I was motivated to venture into this work from women activists around the world who

are breaking barriers, �ghting for women and girls’ rights in the quest for equality.

Closer to home, my mother was my inspiration. The way she protected the girl

children who were in her care made me realize the power which women possess and

how we can harness it for the betterment of society.

What are the major challenges you face in empowering women/girls in
Zimbabwe? 
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKER

Hadil Al-Ashwal: Founder of The
Middle East and North Africa
Advocates for Gender Equality
initiative
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Hadil, could you please tell us about your work in reducing gender
inequality in MENA region?

We also collaborate with different organizations on projects that help build women’s

capacity. A collaboration we are working currently on is about training women from

the MENA region on caring for themselves and their family members if they get

COVID-19.

Please tell us more about your journey

 is the Founder & Managing Director of the MENA Advocates for

Gender Equality. Born and raised in Yemen, she has lived in different countries in the

Middle East, Europe, and North America. Hadil holds an MBA from Cardiff

Metropolitan University where she was selected as a representative, exemplary

woman to inspire others. Currently, she works as a consultant at The World Bank. 

Hadil Al-Ashwal

Published on August 15, 2020

I was born and raised in Yemen. I did my Bachelor’s in International Business

Management. The war started in Yemen right before I was supposed to start my last

semester at University. It was very dif�cult – living in a war zone force you to think

about life and death every single day. At that time, I believed that leaving Yemen will

allow me to do more for myself, and my loved ones. I went to Lebanon to do my last

semester at the university. Then I managed to get an MBA acceptance from a

university in the UK. After graduation, I stayed in Malaysia and Saudi for a few

months before moving to the US where I am currently working as a consultant at the

World Bank Group and as a  Managing Director at MENA AGE initiative. 
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Further, living in a war zone, having to go through my separation on my own in a

country that I was relatively new to, and living in different countries around the world

– all these have given me the courage to start this journey. Being an advocate was

within me for the longest time, I just needed that push, and the experiences that I

lived for the last six years were my fuel.

Can you share some of the major challenges and roadblocks which
you’ve faced in empowering women/girls in your region? 

What motivated you to start MENA AGE initiatives? 

I could give a thousand reasons that motivated me to work on women empowerment.

I’ve always felt the need to advocate for gender equality ever since I can remember

myself. It’s probably because I come from the worst country in the world in terms of

gender equality (based on the Global Gender Gap Report 2020 by The World

Economic Forum). I’ve seen and experienced many acts of gender discrimination in

my life that have played very important roles in building my passion to work on

gender equality.

One of the challenges that I face is how some people stereotype gender activists and

non-hijabi Yemeni women. Unfortunately, some of the very people we are trying to

help don’t even listen to what we say. But I think the more we express our ideas and

the more work we do that bene�ts the society the more we will get our targeted

audience to listen to what we have to say.
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Please share some of your achievements and major milestones that
you are proud of

I am very humbled that I am the Managing Director of such a diverse and talented

team at MENA AGE. We are receiving a lot of great feedback and I believe that the

collaboration of our team with other gender equality advocates will help reduce

gender inequality in the MENA region.

I am grateful that I have two of my articles on gender issues published on 

 and  . I was also featured at  ,  

 &  .

I

volunteer Girlsbloges Yemen News Women from the

East Yemeni Feminist Movement

What would be your advice to our readers who want to support your
movement or would like to help and empower other women, but are not
sure how to start?

I would advise them to speak up when they see injustice and help women around

them with the means they have. It all starts with us making a difference in our small

circles. For those who want to work on gender advocacy, I would suggest that they

start by learning more about the topic and identifying organizations that work on the

�eld. I would encourage them to put themselves out there. Reach out to people who

work in this area to learn from them and see how they can help. They can de�nitely

reach out to us at   and we can brainstorm how to collaborate. Anyone can

really help with their own way and area of speciality!  

MENA AGE
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKER

Traei Tsai: Using The Power of
Storytelling to Empower Women
Published on August 24, 2020
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Traei Tsai is a Taiwanese born Canadian writer, gender equality and women

empowerment activist, actress, fashion model, and painter based in Vancouver. She is

currently working on a book-project,  , capturing true stories of

women around the globe. As featured in a recent  on Global News on

Mother’s Day, she talks about how women can support other women with her stories.

In addition, she is also working on her other book on honest re�ections about life.

Traei was also nominated as the   at   in

London, the UK for her painting,   ( a painting showcasing the

strength of life, women in their vulnerability, shyness, modesty, and allure through

delicate objects of the antique ceramic from the Qing Dynasty period.)

“Her Stories Untold“

 interview

�rst Canadian Of�cial Winner MiraBan Art

“The Koi Mantra”

She has acted in the recent  , a dramatic thriller and the world’s �rst

feature �lm about Coronavirus and Xenophobia. Traei is also the Vice-President of 

, a non-pro�t organization advocating for

minorities and diversity inclusion in front and behind the camera. 

Corona Movie

BC Minorities in Film & TV Society

In this conversation with Swagata Sen, Traei shares her passion for creating positive

social impacts in supporting and empowering women through her diverse work. 

Traei, Could you please share about your work related to empowering
women and addressing gender-based violence through your recent
book project?

This journey started last year, and originally it was supposed to be just based here in

Vancouver BC, Canada.  But with the changes and the global pandemic, I realized

that things are changing rapidly and what women were previously experiencing has

encountered signi�cant changes due to the global pandemic. 
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As the author of  and an Asian woman (visible minority), I want

to create positive changes in all the ways that I can. This book project is on about

how diverse women coming into becoming who they are today and also on how they

are coping with the Coronavirus/COVID-19 situation (Women empowerment in their

uplifting journey).  

“Her Stories Untold”

As you are already aware, lasting empowerment and inspirations begin by sharing

their journey, capturing the beauty within their struggles and challenges blooming

into whom they have become today and exploring how they are coping with the

present Coronavirus/COVID19 situation speci�c to their location. 

 A woman in this globe is experiencing something right at this moment and may need

one inspiration of a journey to take that next step, no matter how big or small. 

Therefore, there is a much urgent need to capture this. Statistics around the globe

have been documenting this.  For instance, the women or their partners leave home to

go to work, but due to home isolation during the lockdown, many women are at

home, in close proximity of their abusers, 24/7. 

 Because of the Coronavirus/COVID-19, women around the globe are experiencing

something they have never experienced before. The gendered experience of

coronavirus is grounded in gender inequalities that impact all of us, every single day.

Women supporting women is the best form of empowerment and inspiration for

women around the globe
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What motivated you to create ” Her Storied Untold” ?

There are many reasons as to why “Her Stories Untold” came about.  As an visible

minority, growing up in Canada, I am grateful that it has been a multi-culturally

diverse experience to date.  However, like many other women, I have also

encountered racism, relationship abuse and injustice, and others.  In combination,

because of personal situations that have caused continuous emotional distress, it

made me realize that every journey counts. Some of those sufferings may be emotion,

for some it is physical and there is a multitude of experiences welcomed or not.  Some

of the wonderful women I met in my life so far have empowered and inspired me in

different ways.  

That is exactly what Her Stories Untold is about – everyday people because that is

what we all are, a spotlight or not.

 Recently, I saw Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez speech about gender inequality, she really

hit home with what she said.

Her “speech was a recounting of thoughts that so many women and femme people

have carried since the time we were children.“

 What continues to inspire me is women like her. We are absolutely someone’s

daughter, sister, mother, grandmother.  

There is no space for poor behaviour from others, especially abuse from men.  If

women were able to share their journeys, this can help empower and inspire others to

maybe even to move just one step forward.
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 Every woman is unique, not one is the same. But we may encounter similar

experiences that we can draw insight from to help us to move forward, even if it is one

step.  

For example, a woman may go to a new city to follow her dreams, but only had $100

in her pocket.  Today, she started her own company and her journey to get here is a

colourful one that can inspire others.

Or, a woman may be suffering emotional abuse by their partner but this is not openly

expressed because of cultural norms.  She hides this for years but �nally comes out to

talk and now she is empowering others because she has shared her stories untold and

sees that she is not alone.

 My motivation continues every day by all the women and events I see around me.  It

inspires and empowers me to continue my path of Her Stories Untold because it has

the potential of creating layers of positive impacts on a long term basis – just like your

organization, Rights of Equality.

How do you think “Her Stories Untold” would help empower women? 

The key signi�cance here is that, if one of the stories can create even a brief moment

of, ‘I can do that, I can try that’  then this project is inspiring others.  We all have

that power with our voices.  
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 Her Stories Untold may be a book project about stories of women, but we need to

recognize that men are born from women.  To become stronger, we also create strong

men.  And there are also many strong men out there that support this journey too, in

other ways.

I think life is a lifelong learning process.  Every day is a learning opportunity. I am

grateful and humble to the kind people that I have met and also the people that are

in the relevant causes of helping others, creating positive impacts.  For every project I

do, every post I make, I always strive to add a form of positive messaging to others.

That is my purpose, and I am grateful to have discovered this earlier on so I can

continuously incorporate this into everything I do.  

Her Stories Untold is an important project that aligns with many other women-

focused projects around the globe. It also aligns with all the women in us, because

though we may be different in bodies and in life, you are the woman in me, and I am

the woman in you as I am to her

What would you advise the younger generation for creating a more
equal and sustainable world? 

 Nothing is perfect and everything in this universe depends on one another, we are

interconnected.

Plants need earth to grow and require water to nurture the continuity of that growth.

As responsible citizens of the globe, together, not alone, we will be able to cultivate

and create the positive changes that are needed. Always take your time to re�ect,

assess, learn, and take action. Identify and learn what your core values are. Ask and

know the why and the how because everything in this whole universe depends on one

another.
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Don’t rush. Take your time to review, learn, and
analyze when you can. Life is happening, and I think
it is important to re�ect on how to be responsible
citizens of the globe, not only in our local
community. I think despite our focus here on
women, it is important to note that by engaging and
including men in understanding these issues and
circumstances, together we can change and
contribute to a more equal and sustainable world.
Though the journey of Her Stories Untold remains
unique to the woman individually, remember that
the world does not function in insolation.
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Published on September 3, 2020

Ram Devineni                                                        Dipti Mehta

EQUALITY CHANGE MAKERS

Ram Devineni & Dipti Mehta:
Creators of the Female Comic
Superhero Priya – A Gang Rape
Survivor
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The idea to create “Priya’s Shakti” comic book series came after the horrible

gang rape that happened in a bus in New Delhi in 2012. While researching about

sexual violence in India, I observed that it was a cultural problem. I also realized

after talking to survivors that there was a lack of support among society for the

survivors of gender-based violence. I felt in order to really address that, we had to

approach it from a cultural point of view. We tried to do it by creating a female comic

book character who can reach young audiences. Our goal was to change people’s

perception at a very early age about the role of women, and especially their

perception of survivors. 

Ram: 

Ram devineni is an Indian American documentary �lmmaker,  and creator of the

Indian female comic book superhero   who is a gang-rape survivor. The �rst

book of the comic book series, , was published after the horri�c gang

rape in a bus in New Delhi in 2012. Very soon, Priya became a global phenomenon.

Priya’s story became a powerful voice in the global movement for women’s rights and

a symbol of solidarity against gender-based violence and continuing with the #MeToo

movement. Priya was named a

Priya,

 Priya’s Shakti

 “Gender Equality Champion” by the UN WOMEN

Dipti Mehta is an Indian American playwright, performer, and scientist. Dipti is the

writer of the third book of this comic series  , which focuses on

sex traf�cking and the social stigma that the victims of sex traf�cking face. 

Priya and the Lost Girls

Dipti and Ram had a candid conversation with our founder, Swagata Sen, about the

stories behind creating an Indian female superhero character, as well as their views

on patriarchy, feminism, and breaking social stereotypes.

Ram, what were your primary thoughts behind creating an Indian
female superhero who is a gang rape survivor?
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I think what I love about Priya is that she is very compassionate.  She is also

the voice of transformation. I can speci�cally speak about the third chapter, where

she wants people to change for the good. And that’s something I love about her.

Dipti: 

I spent an extensive amount of time, in the beginning, going around talking to

survivors — talking to NGOs, philosophers, poets etc. The core of this was to get the

perspective of the people who became the characters of the comic book. 

Apart from destigmatizing sexual violence survivors, what are the
other attributes of Priya which helps dismantle the patriarchy and
social norms?

 One of the core values of Priya is that she conquers her own fear. As a result of

the stigma and trauma that survivors face, they internalize a lot of their fears, for

obvious reasons. And it really prevents survivors from moving forward with their lives.

Talking with psychologists and survivors, I realized that it’s very important for the

survivors to overcome their fears. Once they overcome fear, they can start gaining

control of their own lives and hopefully begin the healing process. So that’s what

Priya really is a symbol of — overcoming fear. In the beginning of the �rst chapter, she

rides a tiger which she was afraid of, but she overcame it, and turned her fear into

power or Shakti.

Ram:

The second unique thing about Priya is that most superheroes have superpowers.

Priya actually has no superpowers. Her superpower is the power of persuasion. She

persuaded people, the survivors and society, to go about making the changes. I think

that’s actually a much stronger power than what a superhero might have in a typical

comic book setting. 
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The other thing that I really like about her is that she doesn’t just go blindly against

men. She’s also telling the women how they can step up and how they also play a role

in keeping patriarchy alive. I say this a lot  ‘patriarchy is not our fault, but it is our

responsibility’. It’s something that has been passed down generations after

generations. it’s up to us how we dismantle it and how we actually rise up against it

or rather rise up into it to create a world that is equal.

I think women also need to be able to challenge the existing laws, norms or cultural

values so that we can become better by actually evaluating what is working and

what’s not working through those changes. 

For you as a filmmaker, was creating a comic book, was your first
choice? Are there reasons why you chose to make comic books, not a
documentary?

Initially, I looked at making a documentary after the 2012 bus rape in Delhi.

But, it was really dif�cult to make a story at that time. In order to tell a character-

driven story, I had to talk with a lot of people about the incidence. Given that

everyone was overwhelmed with anguish and emotions after the incidence, it was very

hard to talk about these issues. After realizing that I couldn’t make the documentary

about it, I looked at other options. 

Ram: 

I used to watch old Bollywood mythological �lms from the 1970s and was amused by

how the diverging roles of men and women in mythology in�uenced society. I

approached from that angle and started discussing this with my team who were

involved in the project. 
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We used the behaviors that we don’t support and created monsters with those

qualities. We also came up with a half female, half snake character who is a symbol

of matriarchy.  Our designing team did a fantastic job bringing them to life. They look

so appealing and entertaining for a young reader. I think that kind of added a whole

new level to the book, which tells the readers that it is not a person who is bad but the

qualities. You can always choose to shift those qualities on a certain level.            

Did either of you ever face any backlashes for your attempt in
breaking stereotypes and challenging patriarchy ?

Strangely enough, I have not faced backlash for doing feminist female-driven

comic books. I’ve always said that men should be actively involved in �ghting gender

inequality. This is not a woman’s issue. It’s both men and a women’s issue. 

Ram: 

Then I ended up cutting those mythological �lms like a short �lm. They were made in

the 70s using Technicolor and were very hyperreal with the special effects from the

70s. And I said,  ‘this looks like a comic book’. That’s sort of where the direction got

pivoted. 

Dipti, you were the co-author of Priya and The Lost Girls. Would you
mind sharing what the story is about and what specific message does
it convey?

 The story of Priya andThe Lost Girls is about the social stigma associated with

sex traf�cking and social barriers faced by the sex-traf�cking survivors. We wanted to

do it in a way which would �t the format of a comic book and also speak to younger

audiences. So we set up the plot in an imaginary underworld and created these

characters that were not human. We were very careful about not stigmatizing any

individual or community. 

Dipti:
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 I’ve always just gotten support. There was one incident where a gentleman

publicly talked about how he thought I was a disgrace to India, as he harbours a

certain image of how an Indian woman should be and how she should be presented.

Dipti: 

An image from 'Priya and The Lost Girls'

However, in the beginning, a lot of people assumed it was a woman behind this comic

book as it was a female comic character. I received a lot of troll messages and

obscene photos in the beginning. But, it hasn’t been that bad since the �rst comic

came out.
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 I am a feminist, but not one of those feminists who are mad at men. I am very

aware of how it’s a collective measure that we all have to take. I also try as best as I

can not blame our ancestors. They only did what they knew best, they felt compelled

to pass on the cultural values that they inherited to their children. 

Dipti:

I don’t believe in blaming or pointing �ngers at people, I think that’s another reason

why I don’t receive the kind of backlash that many other feminists might be receiving.

In all of my work. I’m very careful to not villainize people, but rather just have them

be speaking that truth.

Ram, what’s your message to all men and boys as a male advocate of
gender equality?

 Women have the same rights as men. Men should not be threatened by women

or feel when women rise, they are taking power away from men. Everyone can rise

together.

Ram:

Dipti, What’s your idea about feminism?
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKER

Lucina Di Meco: Senior Director of Girls’
Education & Gender Equality at Room to
Read
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Lucina, what motivated you to pursue a career as a gender equality
expert?

It started by chance, early in my career, as the of�ce of the United Nations

Development Program in Mexico – where I was working at the time – encouraged staff

to receive training on gender mainstreaming and covered the costs of their studies in

this �eld. It was the beginning of a journey that totally transformed me both

personally and professionally, as I became deeply aware of the gender inequalities

that undermine our societies and discovered a new language to talk about them. 

I’ve been working to address these inequalities ever since, and plan to continue doing

so for as long as I can.

What does the overall progress of global gender equality in the last 2
decades look like to you?

 We have made important strides in many areas, from girls’ education to women’s

employment and political representation. 

 

We have however faced strong backlash in

many countries, that put into question many of our most essential achievements, for

example around women’s sexual and reproductive rights.

is a gender expert and women’s rights advocate. She currently serves

as the Senior Director of Girls’ Education & Gender Equality at  , an

international nonpro�t promoting gender equality through education. Lucina is also

the author of  . Her

work was featured on Time Magazine, The Washington Post and Politico, among

others.

Lucina Di Meco 

Room to Read

#ShePersisted. Women, Politics & Power in The New Media World

Published on September 11, 2020
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In this process, we have also become more aware of the importance of

intersectionality and looking at gender in non-binary terms. It’s been a journey –

sometimes exciting and other times disappointing – but always important and

transformative.

How do you measure success (in this field)? 

 I think of success as the progress we make towards creating more gender equal

societies, where people can realize their full potential, regardless of their sex or

gender identity. Some types of progress are easy to quantify – for example, the

number of girls who are completing secondary school – while others, like changes in

social norms, are a little trickier, but equally important.

As a gender equality expert and women’s rights advocate, what do you
consider as your biggest achievement(s) so far?

Professionally, I believe I have contributed to the development of programs, policies

and research pieces that have a strong gender justice focus. 

As a researcher, I have brought to light the prevalence of

gendered disinformation against women in politics, and its negative impact not only

on women but on democratic institutions. 

In my nearly four years

at Room to Read, for example, I have been thrilled to see our education work become

ever more gender transformative, while, as an organization, we are also making a

more deliberate commitment to gender equality and diversity and inclusion in our

policies and practices. 
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In order to truly advance women’s rights, I believe that society must shift its thinking

in a couple of important ways. 

Secondly, it’s important to understand that gender equality doesn’t bene�t women

only – it improves everyone’s lives and is a precondition for societies and economies to

thrive.

Firstly, we still need to truly understand that women’s rights are at their core human

rights like Hillary Clinton said in Beijing twenty-�ve years ago. They are not a “nice to

have” or a “niche” issue, but a moral, legal, economic and social imperative.

Finally, we need to have a more honest and caring conversation on the way gender

identity is shaped and informed by our race, class, religion, sexual orientation, and

many more circumstances. These conversations are often uncomfortable, but

essential.

what would you advise the younger generation for creating a more
equal and sustainable world?

Like the feminists in the 1960s and 1970s, I deeply believe that the personal is

political. We won’t achieve gender equality in the workplace, for example, until we

reach it at home. To anyone who wants to address gender bias in our society, I would

recommend they begin by looking at themselves and their closest relationships with

courage and compassion. Also, I’m also an optimist, and truly believe that the fact

that “we’ve had centuries of gender unequal social norms” is a truly lame excuse for

inaction. 

 

What were the biggest challenges that you’ve faced in empowering
women/promoting women’s rights? 
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,  

It’s because we’ve lived with gender injustice for so
long that we can no longer afford to delays. The time
for achieving gender equality is now, and I’m thrilled
to see already a new generation of powerful activists
that are not afraid to speak truth to power on issues of
gender, climate, and more.
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKERS

Vasanthan Ramakrishnan: Founder
of Feminist Pen
October 12, 2020
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I was a feminist from as long as I can remember. As opposed  to the archetypal

patriarchal family setup – “household-centric women & work-bound men”, my family

was different. My mother was a strong and �nancially independent woman who at

every point in her career made more money than my father and made it a point to

raise me a feminist. My early exposure to the ideas of feminism and gender equality

pivoted me towards the equality road well before my college years, however, my

foundational values really matriculated in my early twenties. 

Vasanthan “Vas” Ramakrishnan is a Chicago-based entrepreneur, equal rights

advocate and philanthropist from India. He is the founder of   an

international non-pro�t organization focused on intersectional feminism and equal

rights advocacy for women and all minority genders and non-genders. He founded

Feminist Pen in July 2020 and has since reached to over 65,000 people in 12 different

countries from 5 different continents of the world. 

,Feminist Pen

Vas stands with the   community,   with a strong

endorsement to pro-choice for women. Vas strongly believes that gender equality is

part of basic human rights and all individuals, not just men and women should �ght

for it.

LGBTQQIP2SAA+ BLM movement

 Outside the of�ce, he is an avid traveller and explorer. He has travelled to over 14

countries with another 150 countries waiting to be explored. Some of his notable trips

around the world is his 2-week Northern Europe vacation in 2019 and his South Asian

Summer trip in 2018 and his Himalayan expedition the same year. 

Vasanthan, can you please share your journey of creating a feminist
media platform, ‘Feminist Pen’?
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I found myself in the neck of internet wars against misogynist & misandrist men and

women. My idea of equality never favoured a particular gender (or non-gender), and I

looked at all things as equals. But I noticed that many advocates for men or women

rights always favoured a particular gender and end up villainizing the other gender

(And they ignore the non-genders!). 

I have read about men’s rights organizations opposing feminism as well as women

rights organizations who readily reject any opinion from men.  I understood that

neither organizations considered intersectionality or were inclusive to all genders and

non-genders. 

So, I wanted to create an equality advocacy organization that will understand issues

at its core with inclusivity for everyone regardless of race, ethnicity, gender (or non-

gender), sexual orientation, religion and/or political af�liation

.  

In July of 2020,   was born, headquartered in New York, the United

States as an equality advocacy organization for all people from all genders and non-

genders irrespective of their socio-eco-political af�liation. Just over 3 months old,

Feminist Pen is now formally registered and recognized by the government of India as

a section 8 organization and is now growing into Netherlands, Dubai and UK.  Our

organization has since reached to over 60,000 people from 12 different countries in 6

different continents.   

Feminist Pen
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When I began to see the gender privilege me and my father carried which was clearly

missing for my mother, I started asking questions to my father and all the men in the

family including myself. Even today, feminism is seen as a radical, men-hating

movement and I want to bring together the collective strength to �ght against

intentional and unintentional misconceptions about feminism and other equality

rights movements while not restricting my allegiance to a particular gender group. 

 I strongly believe that inequality is not a

gender rights issue but a human rights issue so my organization takes a pledge to �ght

systemic discrimination and inequality faced by all gender and non-gender population

in the world.  

My idea of feminism is a gender-free, equality rights movement for everyone and is

not restricted to a particular gender group.

We, at Feminist Pen, approach the issue of inequality from multiple facets including

but not limited to social barriers, gender bias, economic disparity, racial differences,

political af�liation, and constitutional problems existing in the government. So, our

team works on a wide array of issues and come with a diverse skillset and

expertise.  To be brutally honest, although I was an advocate for feminism for

decades, it took me a lot of self-re�ection and experience to understand the gender

and economic privilege I carried being a male born in an upper-class family.  

What are your ideas about feminism? As a male feminist of Indian
origin, do you think your life experiences contributed towards
creating ‘Feminist Pen’?
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I believe that I will constantly learn, self-adapt, correct and improve my actions as I

go, for feminism is not a static concept but a dynamic and growing movement that

takes a lot of learning and unlearning.  

People often perceive feminism as an anti-male movement. What’s your
take on that? 

Anybody who considers feminism to be misandrist in nature is more than likely unsure

or uninformed about the movement. Inexperienced but sometimes patriarchal people

are being served by this “misandry” narrative to perpetuate the idea of patriarchy by

invalidating or diverting the original intent of the movement. As a result, all feminists

are seen as radical, matriarchy-loving guerillas who want to bring men down. 

I have been since educating the younger generation especially men who are

struggling with inequality and gender-based discrimination happening around them

so they are able to take action by putting their privilege to use for a good cause. 

Psychologically, I still have a fear of rejection in the feminist community because of

my gender so I tend to overcompensate by providing excessive accommodation to

women and minority genders & non-genders, sometimes disregarding the personality

or their otherwise socio-economic status. 

It was de�nitely a struggle to build credibility for myself before I could call myself a

feminist. I was often seen by misogynistic men as “weak and feminine” and by

women feminists as “an appropriating alien”. Feminist Pen de�nitely helped establish

a genuine intent for my cause. 

What are the social and psychological barriers you had to overcome to
emerge as a male feminist?
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 We believe by educating the youth, we are preparing an entire future generation of

young people who will go on to pass the principles forward to their future progeny, if

enough people advocate for equality, the world will eventually become more

equitable and less power-oriented. 

  

 It is heartbreaking to see this power-�ipped sketch being sold to unsuspecting

women and other minority genders & non-genders that they start opposing the

movement. I have personally met several women who stand against the feminism

movement thinking that it is about dominating over the other gender and as a result

side with their own oppressors. I since believe that a person’s gender or identity does

not automatically make or eliminate them as a feminist, it is the values that they

subscribe to and believe that makes them a feminist.

What would you suggest to men and boys who want to support
feminism and gender equality, but are not sure where to start from? 

My approach is always solution-oriented: 

 I always want to be the part of the solution to the problems I see around me

so I took it upon myself to take in inexperienced young men and boys wanting to get

involved in feminism. Feminist Pen is creating a youth development program that

aims to educate young people on individual rights and fundamental concepts of

equality preparing them to be equality advocating feminists.

“Be the change you wish to see in this

world”

Conveniently enough, feminism is somehow shown to be about dominance over one

gender while all the movement is about is bringing balance to the already existing

power play by a particular gender group. 
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To young men and boys outside of our reach, my advice would be to start from home.

There are tons of resources out there for starters wanting to get involved in feminism,

many non-pro�t organizations have taken steps to educate the youth through

outreach programs and seminar/online workshops where anybody can learn from the

comfort of their couches. Further, follow up by practising the principles at home. 

Next time, your mother, father or grandmother is
trying to shame your sister for not getting up early
enough or not helping with the kitchen chores, stand
up for her and better share the kitchen chores with
her so they understand that “Women do not belong
in the kitchen and men do not get a free pass just
because they are men”.
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EQUALITY CHANGE MAKERS

Wadi Ben-Hirki: An Award-Winning
Gender Equity Advocate from
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 She is also the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD) Representative for

the G(irls)20 Summit 2020.

is a 23-year-old gender equality activist from Nigeria and the founder

of  .

Wadi Ben-Hirki 

Wadi Ben-Hirki Foundation

Wadi Ben-Hirki Foundation works across Nigeria to impact the lives of the less-

privileged, marginalized and disadvantaged through humanitarianism and advocacy. 

 Wadi was enlisted as one of the 100 Most In�uential Young Africans in 2018. Some

of her awards include the Ribena Good Values Awards Hero 2018, Her Network

Woman of the Future Award 2017, The Ebony Life TV Sisterhood Advocate and

People’s Choice of the Year Awards 2017, Top 10 young people in Africa working

towards achieving Gender Justice and Reconciliation Award and Civil Society Award

2017.

Wadi is a 2019 Diana Award Holder and was one of the recipients of the World Youth

Forum Award 2018 which was presented by H.E President Abdel-Fattah El-Sisi

(President of Egypt). She currently sits on the African Leadership Institute Youth

Advisory Board and serves as a Country Representative for the Chatham House

Common Futures Conversations. 
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I am from Nigeria, a country with great potentials but also known to have a lot of

challenges around peace, education and, gender discrimination. Growing up, I saw a

lot of those challenges. Fortunately, I come from a family where my parents

understood the importance of education. But, many girls my age did not have access

to quality education. A lot of them were married off at a tender and prepubescent

age. 

 By the time I was 18, the infamous insurgency and terrorist attack by Boko Haram

became more rampant. A lot of my distant family members and relatives were

impacted by the terrorist group. Some people were killed and many were forced to

�ee; their sources of livelihoods were lost, left them internally displaced and our

family house in the village was destroyed.

 I was really bothered about these incidents and decided to start an organization to

make changes. That is how my non-pro�t,  was born I did

not have the money, but I had a passion. Gradually, I started seeing the changes, got

many young and passionate people on board, and started approaching different

organizations that I wanted to volunteer for or partner with. It was really tough

because most of the time, I got negative responses. But I always believed that in

life, 

Wadi Ben Hirki Foundation  . 

you need to keep trying, and not take ‘no’ as the �nal answer.

Wadi, can you tell us about your journey of promoting girls and women
empowerment in your community in Nigeria?
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.

 What motivated you to fight for justice and equity for girls in your
community?

I believe our rights and dignity should be protected, irrespective of gender, race,

religion and/ or colour. But I saw that it wasn’t the case for many people around me. 

I’m now 23 years old. So it’s been �ve years. There’s been some successes and

recognition, despite many challenges. My success gave me access to some more

platforms and it got a lot of people to hear me and wanted to work with me. It gave

me some form of credibility. 

I’ve seen the lives of people change. People who
didn’t have access to education, now do. People who
didn’t have a source of livelihood are now employed.
They’re making ends meet despite living in
displaced people’s camps and some people who did
not have anything now have access to relief
supplies.

   So I kept pushing, gradually

started making my voice heard. I started looking for collaborations and funding

opportunities online. Started going to communities for sensitization, doing

peacebuilding work, getting children access to education, advocating, both locally

and at the state level. Gradually I started having more platforms to speak about the

issues that bothered me a lot. 

I believe there’s always light at the end of the tunnel.
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 Girls not Wives, as the name implies, is a project to promote awareness about and

sensitize communities about the harm of child marriage and gender-based violence.

We believe that girls should have equal opportunities and access to education and

resources as boys. 

They should be allowed to live freely and unapologetically without any fear. We raise

awareness about sharing real-life stories of the challenges and telling them about the

great things that will happen if girls have access to education. We also lobby for

policies and bills to be passed against child marriage, violence against girls and

women, age of consent, etc. These are the primary scopes of ‘Girls Not Wives’.

Can you talk a little bit about your organization, Wadi Ben Hirki
Foundation and how it’s changing the lives of girls in Nigeria?

Since our establishment in June 2015, we’ve been doing a few major projects that

transform the lives of girls. 

The �rst project I want to talk about is, ‘  Girls Not Wives’.

 There were many things that I was privileged to have, like freedom and education. I

realized that because of the choices and opportunities I had, I was more likely to lead

a ful�lling life and achieve my goals and dreams, unlike many of these people around

me. This was what really propelled me to start and say, I need to do something and

that was what really pushed me to start what I’m doing today.
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 The third project is, .   are female heroes. We encourage young

girls and women to be the best versions of themselves and validate their dreams and

ambitions. We teach them vocations and skills acquisition, so they can make some

earnings for themselves. Then we educate them about their rights because unless they

know what their rights are, they would never be able to identify when the rights are

being taken away from them.

SHEROES’ SHEROES

 We also collaborate with other organizations to make more impact on different

communities. 

You have been selected as the New Partnership for Africa’s
Development (NEPAD) delegate at Girls20 Summit 2020. How do you
feel about it?

 is an organization that for the past 10 years, has been coming up with policy

recommendations for the G20 governments and showing that girls and young women

should have voices at decision-making tables. In advance of the G20 meeting each

year, G(irls)20 Global Summit is the only platform for young women to speak directly

to G20 leaders about the urgent issues facing girls and women around the world.

G(irls)20

Through another project, we teach basic Maths and English to children in

communities so they don’t miss out on school. We also help connect people with

resources, to people without resources. And depending on the funding we get, we

provide scholarships to a few girls to go to school and buy them books and other

stationery. 
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This year, there are two of us representing the African continent. The summit comes

up in a few weeks this month. So it’s really great having this opportunity and

responsibility to be a delegate and knowing that I’m not just representing myself, but

the millions of other girls across the 54 African countries and I need to speak for

them. So when policies are made for us, we need to also have a seat at the table to

tell them what we really need, what we really think about, the sustainable solutions

of all the problems that we have. 
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It’s also shaping me and my work because I apply all these ideas and strategies to

the work I do. Also, I get to talk with young girls and women from different parts of

the world. And it’s really interesting to see that the problems we face are really not

too unique. They have really alike, just that on different levels, and depth. 

What are the major challenges and barriers that you had to overcome
to reach where you are today?

There have been many barriers. Sometimes it’s a real challenge to arrange funds for

critical projects, and we have to stop important work because of lack of money. 

And secondly, I speak about issues not everyone agrees with because of culture and

other instilled and deeply rooted belief systems. Sometimes I face harassments here

and there  because of what I speak for or speak against 

Another challenge is the pressure of doing this work might take a toll on me at times.

There is always so much to do and accomplish, not wanting to fail, since there are

people who depend on me and the decisions I make don’t just affect me. These are

some of the challenges which we keep moving and keep pushing through. 
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 is a freelance consultant for organizational culture, D&I and digital

transformation based in Cologne, Germany. Robert  is also the founder of an

international platform for male feminists called . Male

Feminists Europe promotes the idea of male feminism across Europe to empower and

engage men to join the feminism movement. Before his current profession, Robert has

been CEO of tech & community startups. He is advocating in transforming businesses

and societies into fairer systems and takes part in many conversations around D&I

and the future of work. Robert had a deep, candid conversation with 

about his evolution from a privileged European male to a feminist activist and

advocate of gender equality.

Robert Franken

Male Feminists Europe

Swagata Sen

Robert, can you please tell us a little bit about ‘‘Male Feminists Europe’,

the platform you’ve co-founded with Henrik Marstal?

 was started as an attempt to reach out to men who think they

should play a role in the quest for gender equality.

Male Feminists Europe

At the beginning of my activism, I was always thinking about what kind of

conversations do we need to engage men. I had an exchange with a Danish activist,

, who later became the co-founder of this platform, on how to deal

with my role as a man in the conversation about gender equality. I was always

struggling, wasn’t sure when I should be engaging, and when I should step back as

there are already too many men represented.

Henrik Marstal
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I, of course, didn’t feel any discrimination because I was a male. As a student, I had

a friend who was engaged in feminism, would often tell me about her views of the

patriarchal world. At �rst, I used to feel estranged. I couldn’t even relate to what she

was saying. But over time, I got what her perspective was. I thought there was

nothing wrong with her or other women who had similar views. The problem was with

the system – and with us men.

Henrik said he was using his privilege as a man to criticize this very privilege. I really

liked that idea because it had a tactical inclination to it. It gives the idea of how

important it is to be aware of our male privilege, it forces us to think about how we

can contribute, what comes from this privilege, and what kind of responsibility goes

with it. 

We started to look around for a platform that we could engage in. At that point,

Henrik was writing in Denmark in Danish, I was writing in Germany in German. In

order to cross the language barrier, I wanted to create a platform for the European

audience in English. I started a blog in 2016 to provide an international platform and

intellectual space for male feminists. We wanted to show men why it’s so important

for them to be aware of feminist concepts and why they should be supporting these

concepts in their individual networks, families, and work environments. Ever since we

have had more and more men who wanted to publish their stories. It became a small

platform to represent the overall idea that feminism is a concept men should relate to

and should engage in.

As a man, what made you initiate and develop a project to promote
feminism?

It took me a long time to realize the need to be a feminist. Usually, one’s entry point

to feminism is that of experiencing discrimination or marginalization as women. 
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This was the prequel of the later development when I got aware of all the gender

gaps that we had. I realized that there were huge discrepancies in the system. I felt

compelled to engage in this debate and started engaging in the conversation and

started learning. The more I learnt, the more I felt we needed more ways to engage

not only women but also men in the gender equality conversation.

 As a white, heterosexual, cisgender male who had an education, a decent job, I had

been part of the norm for a long time. I took things for granted. I didn’t see any point

in engaging in feminism because I thought we had gender equality written down in

the constitution, and each and everyone had equal opportunity by law.

After that, as I entered the professional world, looking at the careers of women and

men, I realized that there was something wrong with the system. Eventually, I

became the CEO of organizations, where we had a predominantly female workforce. I

was confronted with their care gap-related challenges and problems. Whenever there

were school holidays, my female employees had to change the way they were

working, they had to reorganize their working hours. 

I always had to engage in this conversation and all the bureaucratic stuff. At one

point I told them ‘I don’t care how you work. Please organize it the way it works for

you.’ They were allowed to rearrange when they needed and they highly appreciated

this. Everybody was allowed to express what she or he needed. 

Then there was an incident when a male colleague came to me and said that he

needed time off every Wednesday afternoon for guitar lessons. At �rst, I was shocked

but on second thought, I felt ‘why not!’  This is also an idea of how we want to make

our systems �exible and fair for each and every one. 
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Average, successful men believe ‘‘you have only one opportunity in your life: You can

get a good education, a good job, pursue a career and establish a status in life. Then –

and only then – you are entitled to a family.” To me, this sounds like a very narrow

one-way street. Whenever there’s an obstacle on the way, men tend to push through

that obstacle as hard as possible. 

 

How important is men’s participation in the gender equality
movement?

I think men’s participation in the gender equality
movement is key, not because women need any
male support, but because it’s a male-dominated
system that we live in, and men are the decisive part
of the system. They need to be part of the change
and part of the solution. If they don’t become part
of the solution, they automatically remain part of
the problem. I don’t want to blame any individual,
but I blame the systemic effect of the monoculture
in our science, politics, economy that we need to
balance.

Unfortunately for a lot of men this discussion and debate is about them being

threatened by people who want to take something away from them.  
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 Whenever you talk about gender equality, they complain about them being shamed,

blamed, and attacked. They will tell you that more men kill themselves or more men

are in prison etc  But these are systemic issues. If men start to understand what

systemic preconditions are and how these things �t together, they can have a

completely new perspective on their roles in society. 

Based on your lived experience, what are the cultural shifts necessary
to promote gender equality? 

 I was raised in Germany and I’ve been living here all my life, thus my perspective is a

German one, with only a few experiences from other European countries. In Germany,

as a woman, you can hardly win. If a woman pursues a career and doesn’t have

children, then she is not a very enjoyable person. On the other hand, if she decides to

have a family and do part-time work with some interruptions, she loses her

professional and economic freedom. We have very strict gender roles in Germany.

The results being men losing their health, their connection to themselves, to their

family, to their children. Most of the time they blame others, a lot of the time they

blame women. what men usually do is they expect women to take care of them.

Women have been taking care of men for ages. It’s not their business. 

We have a gender pay gap of 20% in Germany, which is one of the largest in Europe.

We have a gender care gap of 52.4% on average, this skyrockets to 83% when there’s

a child in the household. It goes way above 100% if the women are around 35 years

old. The default option of caregiving in Germany is women. 

  We need a new narrative. A narrative of us all sitting in the same boat, creating a

future, so that each and everyone can prosper. That’s the reason why I think men are

key to the discussion. We need to embark on a journey towards equality – together!
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I think we need to tackle gender roles better, we need to open the discussion around

care work, we need to make sure that paid work is no longer a monolithic centrepiece

around which everything else in our life has to organize. 

On the corporate level, we need to look closer at men’s careers and how they make

their careers. We need to challenge the status quo. We need to explain to men what

privilege is and how to deal with that privilege. We need to show them that there is

more to life than just careers and paid work. Of course, this is a very privileged point

of view as a lot of people don’t have the choice. 
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But we need to make sure that the systems are changing in order to give everybody a

new inclusive environment to pursue more in life than just to struggle and make ends

meet. The more privileged you are, the more engaged you should be in this task.

Privilege is not something to blame people for, it rather should be used as an

awareness-building exercise.

What would you suggest to men be better allies? What steps should
they take? 

Start from your own personal experience, and try to broaden it by trying to �nd other

perspectives on how you see the world. Engage in conversations with women – and

with other men. Be vulnerable. Try to understand how the world feels like for people

who are not like yourself. Try to educate yourself about intersectional concepts. Try

to create awareness about your responsibility – Where in life can you make a

difference? What are the micro-actions where you can have a positive effect on an

everyday basis? 

If you want to narrow it down to make a decision,
whether you want to remain part of the problem or
want to become part of the solution. If it’s the
latter, then you are at the beginning of a very
exciting learning journey, which will bring you to
expanding your own repertoire and creating a totally
new perspective on your life.
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 Through working with women rights organizations, I’ve become a member of the

 collectively running the

 Campaign-A campaign that seeks to catalyze concrete actions

advancing gender equality at the national level through evidence-based and

coalition-driven advocacy in collaboration with other national women rights

organizations-Civil Society Organizations and Gender focused Government bodies.

Women Deliver Gender Sector Working Group Taskforce,

#DeliverForGood

Published on November 16, 2020

 Idah Knowles is a Kenyatta University undergraduate who is a gender equality

advocate and activist. She works with a Mzalendo Trust, a parliamentary monitoring

organization in Kenya. She has received many recognitions and awards for her interest

and strong demonstration in advancing women’s rights and gender equality. In June

2020, she served as the Special Rapporteur for the Eight Virtual youth Consultation

series on Covid-19 convened by the African Union Of�ce of the Youth Envoy. Idah is

also the founder of ‘Women Agenda’, a youth-led initiative elevating women’s voices

for a gender-equal world and stimulating generational solidarity through policy

advocacy and partnership with other women rights organizations, civil society groups

and women political caucuses in Kenya.

Idah, can you share with us about your work in advancing gender
equality and women’s empowerment in Kenya? 

I am an Associate International Women Empowerment Programme Fellow at 

. I work with Mzalendo Trust, a parliamentary monitoring

organization in Kenya. I am a technical committee member at the 

 (CSPEN), a network of over twenty-�ve (25) non-state actors

in Kenya with programmatic interest in Parliament.

Hear

My Voice-Women’s network

Civil Society

Parliamentary Network
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Women Agenda is a ‘Generation Equality’ supportive initiative coming in to in�uence

and drive the UN Women-Generation Equality. Women Agenda boldly advocates for

gender equality by elevating women’s/girls’ voices for the implementation of gender-

responsive laws & stimulation of generational solidarity through partnership and

collaboration. Our mission is to advocate and safeguard sound policies and

enforceable legislation for the promotion of gender equality and the empowerment of

all women and girls at all levels. We have worked and continue to address thematic

areas like Women and Politics Agenda, Women’s Economic Rights Agenda, Women’s

Reproductive Rights Agenda through Advocacy, and Policy In�uencing. 

In 2019, I served as a Facilitator, Special Rapporteur, and Volunteer for many

Grants/Donors projects in concert with the Federation of Women Lawyers-FIDA

Kenya. In the same year, I was also awarded by the International Organization for

the women empowerment charity activities that took place from 8th to 18th

November 2019 at Pampanga, Sapang Uwak, in the Philippines to help bring support

for sustainable livelihoods to the women and children of the S, the indigenous

people of the Philippines.

AETA

I am also the founder of the ‘Women Agenda’, a youth-led initiative that elevates

women’s voice for the implementation of gender-responsive laws and policies and

stimulation of generational solidarity while working in partnership and collaboration

with the civil society groups, women rights organizations, and women political leaders

in Kenya. 

What are the primary areas of work of ‘Women Agenda’?
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4. Participating in youth policy and democracy dialogue platforms

5. Participating in Women and political leadership dialogue platforms

6. Forging partnerships and working with the Civil Society groups to address gender

issues.

What motivated you to found ‘Women Agenda’?

I saw the need to contribute and �ght for a more gender-equal world due to the

discrimination and lived realities of intersectionality in almost all aspects of life in

Kenya and the world as a whole. For a gender-equal world, I believe it’s possible, for

it is a world we imagine and can only be achieved through partnership, conviction,

and dedication from us all. That’s why Women’s agenda works through partnership

with like-minded individuals, civil society groups-women rights organizations to

in�uence change.

2. Participating in a charity activity in the Philippines to help support the women and

children of the Aetas, the indigenous people of the Philippines.

3. Participating in a Reproductive Health Rights Sensitization forums in collaboration

with FIDA-Kenya, a premier women rights organization. 

1.Supporting the young girls in sports

Some of the activities we’ve done in partnership with like-minded organizations are:
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As a women’s rights advocate, what do you consider as the biggest
barrier to progress gender equality and women’s rights in Nairobi?

In Nairobi and Kenya as a whole, often gender equality obstacles are a result of

discriminatory laws, practices, attitudes and gender stereotypes, low levels of

education, lack of access to health care, and the disproportionate effects of poverty

on women especially those in slums and rural areas. 

With Women Agenda advocacy and policy in�uencing, more women can now claim

their socio-economic and political rights, they are informed, empowered, and have

joined the generation equality movement.
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What would you advise the younger generation for creating a more
equal and sustainable world?

The youth must realize that gender equality cannot
wait. Now is the time for action-Action that will
translate gender equality commitments into
tangible results. Young people must realize that
they are the key to collective success, key to a more
gender-equal world.
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Until he went through this process and saw the world from a woman’s perspective, he

had no idea how much this world is tilted in men’s favor. The patriarchy is creating

rigid gender expectations everywhere in the world. He believes those gender

expectations are holding both women AND men back. Once he started to confront

gender norms and realized that manhood doesn’t need to be a certain way, it gave

him freedom. It took him a few years to achieve this freedom he was looking for. 

How would you describe yourself growing up as a man with patriarchal
values? 

As a young man I wanted to be professionally successful, �nancially well off, and

emotionally stoic, all those things that many men strive for. I thought that’s how I

was supposed to live my life as a man.

Shu Matsuo Post is the author of the newly released book, , which

tells his story of when he changed his last name to his wife’s last name, and the

journey to �nding his own vulnerability and authenticity. 

 I Took Her Name

He is a Japanese national and his wife is American. While the name-changing process

was simple in the U.S., it was a very challenging task in Japan. Since having different

last names as a married couple is still prohibited in Japan, 94% of wives end up

taking their husband’s name after marriage. 

At the same time, I associated being emotional as being weak. I stayed away from

being emotional at all costs. I became very stoic and emotionally unavailable,

uninvested to any romantic relationship I was in. Often, I wasn’t true to myself, I

wasn’t authentic. In order to be authentic, one needs to feel his emotions. We need to

allow ourselves to feel our emotions and respond to our emotions. 
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 Men are traditionally seen as the financial contributor and bread
earner of the family Do you consider it as a burden to men?

If you asked me 10 years ago, if I believed in gender equality, I think I would still say

‘yes’, but I don’t think I would have said I’m a proud feminist. Today, I’m a proud

feminist. I believe in gender equality. And I take action by speaking up about gender

inequality in the world and how almost every culture and the system favours men.  

I grew up in Japan. In Japan, it’s very typical, like in most countries around the

world, that women take their husband’s last name after marriage. I never questioned

it. I thought that was the way it should be. Women have been doing this for centuries

and no one’s really talked about it or they have been talking about it, but men have

kind of silenced them or, we didn’t hear it. 

After I myself went through the process of taking my wife’s name, I don’t believe

that it’s fair for a culture to expect women to go through that process, I think it

should be a choice based decision.

 Being a breadwinner is a beautiful thing, but certainly, it doesn’t have to be only a

man’s job. I truly believe that there should be more breadwinning women out there,

so that it will allow men who don’t feel like they have to be the breadwinning partner

in their relationship to stay at home and take care of their children. I think every man

and woman needs to have the choice to decide what they would like to do in life. As a

society, we shouldn’t think less of men for staying out of work or women for making

more money than their male partners. To me, that’s true equality. We need to

represent both ends of the spectrum.
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Some societies have done a pretty good job with empowering women and girls to be

more independent and more powerful. I feel women and girls can play at both sides

of the spectrum of gender roles, wherein men are still stuck in only one side. I’ve

de�nitely felt that in my whole life. 

I am looking forward to a time when it would be natural that men would be staying

away from the workforce for a few years similarly as women nowadays take a break

from work to raise children.

Do you think societies should accept men as stay at home fathers or
women to have more financial power than men? 

I’ve just become a dad for the �rst time – we welcomed our son six weeks ago. My wife

and I are both on parental leave. We both are taking care of him, it’s still a 24×7 job.

Childcare can be more challenging than a traditional full-time job in a way, but it’s

unpaid. I think, childcare needs to be considered as real work and should be

respected.

If women can take years off because of raising kids,
why cannot men? I think if more men consistently
take time off of work to take care of their children,
that’s going to give more opportunities to women to
step up in the workplace. That’s also going to close
the gender pay gap. It should not matter who works
or not.
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Right now, the gender pay gap is so huge that when it comes to someone having to

stay behind to take care of the child, it’s usually the women because, on an average,

men earn a lot more than women. 

A lot of men might want to stay at home and take some time off to take care of their

children. but because of these statistics and gender stereotypes, most men end up

going back to work, soon after they have their kids. 

Women also have a lot of unconscious biases about taking care of the children and

raising them because of the huge social conditioning. There are so many stereotypes

to break that it might take another hundred years, but at least, we are talking about

this. Having this conversation itself is an indication of changing mindset and

challenging stereotypes. 

What do you consider is the best way to talk to young men and boys
about breaking gender stereotypes?

I think education is the best way to move forward. Children have more open minds

than adults. The younger you start, the better off kids will be in breaking gender

barriers and challenging traditional gender norms. Gender equality and gender

stereotypes should be taught and discussed in school. 

One can sometimes go through an experience from someone else’s perspective like

what I went through. I got a glimpse into a woman’s world by taking my wife’s

name. But, in order to experience that one needs to be on someone else’s shoes just

trying to experience life from her place, which most people don’t consider doing in

their lifetime. 
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Absolutely. Going back to my previous point, I think that my best bet would be

educating the younger generation. I want to educate them about what I went

through. If I had known about what I know now, even 10 years ago, I might’ve had a

very different past 10 years. 

Once your book is published, would you like to continue advocating for
feminism and gender equality?
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What would be your message to boys and men in general, if you have to
say something to them what would you say?

I would say, when you let go of expectations when you confront gender expectations

and embrace vulnerability, you will achieve the freedom that you never thought was

possible.

I have a few speaking engagements with international schools in Tokyo. I want to do

more of those. I want to speak at high schools and colleges to speak with teenagers

and college students about this issue and just share my story so that they have a

different perspective and hopefully, they can live a more courageous life or authentic

life that they truly want to treat. 
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Many experts believe this signi�cant decline in mental health is due to social factors

like increased violence, sexual abuse, bullying, �nancial stress and negative social

media. Does any of this sound familiar? Our mental health is a cultural mirror – the

bad things happening in the world around us trigger a mental health crisis. And that

mental health crisis triggers more bad things to happen in the world. We’re caught in

a brutal cycle. So how do we start to �x this? Where do we begin?

is a social change strategist and advocate, who is using tech to drive

mental health and women’s empowerment efforts globally. Kirsten believes in active

compassion, creativity and connection- that if we want to make the world a better

place, we have to start by building authentic, honest relationships. With that goal,

Kirsten has founded . Just A Girl uses technology to foster inclusive mental

health and womxn’s empowerment efforts globally. It supports the communities by

holding safe space for the dif�cult, as well as the beautiful, aspects of our lives as

womxn. Kirsten’s goal is to build a global sisterhood of support and solutions capable

of helping all 4 billion women on the planet thrive.

Kirsten Helgeson 

Just A Girl

Kirsten was highlighted as one of Idea Mensch’s Top 50 Women Entrepreneurs to

Watch in 2020 and has been featured in many magazines.

Kirsten, could you tell us about your present work in relation to
promoting women empowerment and gender equality?

We’re in the midst of a global mental health crisis. And while overall mental health

has been on a steady decline over the last 20 years, women are the hardest hit, as

they are 40% more likely than men to develop mental illness. There are certain

categories of mental illness where this statistic is most felt. Women report higher

rates of loneliness, depression, anxiety, PTSD and even suicide. As a woman, I �nd

this terrifying.
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uses technology to foster inclusive mental health and womxn’s

empowerment efforts globally. We’re deliberately building Just A Girl to be a digital

social support system for women and girls globally. We believe this is the key to

solving our global mental health crisis and building a better world for everyone. 

Just A Girl 

Our goal is simple: elevate our emotions, experiences and voices as womxn and girls.

Our work has two streams: Support & Solutions. Our Support initiatives focus on

building community. Our Solutions initiatives focus on driving meaningful action for

individuals, communities and companies. Below are a few examples of what we’re

working on.

 ( )Girl Talk Radio girltalkradio.co

Girl Talk Radio is the �rst streaming service for podcasting and multimedia content

created by womxn and girls from all corners of the world, going live on January 4th,

2020. Consider this is an of�cial, open invitation to womxn creators of the world –

we’d love to showcase your work.

Social support is the scienti�cally validated term for the network of people and

resources that surround us. A thriving social support system is integral to mental

health, boosting our oxytocin levels and increasing resilience. Research also shows

that social media, when used as a tool for good, boosts dopamine and oxytocin levels

as well.
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We’re in the midst of a global mental health crisis. But the stigma surrounding

mental health keeps us from having the information and support we desperately

need. 

SIYA is a personal mental health app that helps users track their mental and

emotional well-being through a friendly user interface. Users can then see how their

emotions change over weeks, months and even years, giving them insights into their

personal emotional patterns. SIYA will also offer self-care and mental health

resources to support each user’s well-being, based on where they’re at.

75-90% of all success in life is driven by our emotions. We understand the powerful

role mental health plays in each of our lives. 

Privilege Awakening

Privilege Awakening is Just A Girl’s �ve-stage proprietary framework that helps

people navigate their privilege and become functional allies in their communities. It’s

designed to support individuals, companies & communities. We offer classes,

trainings and consulting to support this growth process.

Mental Health Classes

Just A Girl’s Mental Health Barometer is the only ongoing study tracking the evolving

mental health of people globally. We’ll be issuing �ndings in 2021, developing

thought leadership tools to help organizations better understand mental health and

drive global progress on resources and support.

SIYA

Mental Health Barometer
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At Just A Girl, we know that words hold power. As we work to build a fair and

equitable world, publishing gives us the creativity and �exibility to be audacious. We

have a non-�ction series already in the work and will be published in 2021.

Would you please share about your journey?

I was a corporate girl for 12 years, where I focused on D&I, strategic philanthropy,

global sustainability and branding. In doing this work, I got to see what power,

money, privilege and opportunity can do. But I also saw it’s challenges – the slower

pace of change and the red tape that accompanies it. I decided I wanted to dig my

hands into the earth to see if I could bring change to life myself. So in 2016, I left

corporate and jumped into international relief and empowerment work.

I joined a startup focused on supporting women entrepreneurs worldwide. My

expectations didn’t line up with reality, and I decided to leave the organization by the

end of the year. While this experience didn’t turn out the way I had anticipated, it did

open up new pathways for me. During this time, I started collaborating with the

United Nations Foundation’s Girl Up campaign (focused on leadership development

for girls ages 14-24). 

That’s why our classes, trainings and workshops help people learn, heal and grow.

From a place of emotional and mental strength, we are able to build a better world

for everyone. Fun fact! Just A Girl is a global leader in Psychological First Aid

Training, To-date, we’ve trained hundreds of people on �ve continents!

 

Just A Girl Publishing
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I didn’t want to go back to corporate, so I decided that I’d drive for Uber for one day,

to see if it would be a good �t for me. After jumping through the hoops, I was ready

to go. The very �rst person I picked up was a male entrepreneur in his 40’s and an

older male colleague. He talked about how they were raising a round of funding. That

he had relationships with big banks and even some folks in China. There was a lull in

their conversation, so I asked him “What round are you raising?” He hesitantly

answered, “B round.” I then asked what his company does – he told me it was a

healthcare company. I asked if they used AI/ML – he said they have an algorithm. At

this point, he looks openly confused and asked about my background (because I was

asking very informed questions). 

I also became an international disaster relief worker, focused on psychosocial

support for people experiencing severe trauma. This work took me from refugee

camps in Greece to orphanages and schools in Haiti. Hurricane zones to public health

crises. Along the way, I learned a lot about people, community and what it takes to

build a better world for everyone

.
After some dabbling and a few failures as I navigated all that was coming at me, I

knew I needed to build an organization that served as a bridge between people. A way

to unite all of my expertise and experiences to build a fair and equitable world for

everyone. So in 2018, I began by creating a non-pro�t organization that used art as a

way to cultivate community, awareness and unity. This was an interesting point in my

journey because while I started to make some progress, big roadblocks began to pop

up. I’m a hippie at heart and believe that the universe is on my side. So, I knew there

was a point to the roadblocks, but was at a tipping point. My money was running out

and I needed to �nd a way to pay my bills.
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A couple of riders later, I had a young �nancial advisor in my car. He was having a

hard time, and we were having a great conversation about misperceptions and being

underestimated. I told him about the conversation I had had earlier in the day, and

he started laughing. He said “To him, you were just a girl. And just an uber driver. You

weren’t supposed to be so much more.”

I gave him a quick snapshot, and he was dumbfounded. He was silent for about 30

seconds, and then responded with “wow – good luck to you.” He felt like he could no

longer talk about business in front of me, so they talked about boats the rest of the

way. When they got out of the car, he looked at me again and could only muster

“good luck to you.”
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For as long as I can remember, I’ve been a feminist, but I was a teenager when I

started to consciously see the inequalities of the world and have experiences that

brought inequality to life for me. I was on the debate team in high school, an

extracurricular that was dominated by men. I’d walk into a room and instantly be

underestimated by the high school boys. 

To them, I was just a girl…barely a speed bump on their way to winning the debate

tournament. Instead of letting this tear me down, it fueled me. I bought a pair of

four-inch high heels and would walk right up to those overcon�dent boys, look sternly

into their eyes and introduce myself with the hardest handshake I could muster. Then

I’d use my intelligence and creativity to tear them down in the match. I knew I was

so much more than just a girl…and by the end of the match, they did too.

And after a week of meditating and thinking, Just A Girl was born. From the start,

we’ve been able to spark immense support and dialogue surrounding the dif�cult

emotions and experiences of womxn and girls worldwide. Almost immediately, we had

womxn plugging in on multiple continents

And while 2020 has been challenging and forced us to pivot and grow in ways I didn’t

expect, we’re on the cusp of truly amazing things. Our voices as womxn matter. Our

experiences matter. I’m so honored and excited to continue to �nd ways to amplify

those voices and craft solutions that foster support worldwide.

What motivated you to take this path and start this work?

That night, I went home and posted this experience to a forum for female founders,

talking about my feelings about being underestimated and how I navigate all this. My

post went viral, and it was clear that I needed to do something different. That I

needed to dig into the emotions and experiences of women. 
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During a discussion of book by a female author,
feminist theory was brought up and a simple
question was asked – who in this class considers
themselves a feminist? In a class of 30 students, I
was the only person to raise my hand. My fellow
students feared the word, seeing feminists as angry,
man-hating women that burned things down. I was
horri�ed by this outdated perspective and decided
that I would use my voice to advocate for feminism
and the rights of women in any room I was in.

Fast forward a few years, and I became an aunty. I have four amazing nieces and one

fantastic little nephew, along with several other littles that I have taken on as my

own along the way. These kids have entirely changed my life.

My oldest niece was born almost 17 years ago. Her birth changed the trajectory of my

life, in every possible way, pushing me to stand on my own precipice of vulnerability. I

remember holding her in my arms as a newborn, looking at her with tears in my eyes

and thinking: I want her to have all the choices in life. I wanted her to run fully

toward life, heart wide open. To say yes to everything she wanted to try. To say no to

the things that did not serve her highest good. 

In college, I started learning more about feminist theory, the status quo and how

media reinforces widespread inequality. At that time, being a feminist was unpopular.

I took a class on post-modern literature, where we actively discussed how literature

can be used to break down old systems and challenge the status quo.
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Can you share some of the major challenges and roadblocks which
you’ve faced in empowering womxn/girls? 

Back in 2016, I left a successful corporate career to make the world a better place.

Some people thought I was crazy. Others were excited and impressed. I remember

being so grateful to have the privilege and opportunity to follow my heart. I still feel

incredibly grateful, but it’s much more complicated now.   

 

 

 With this epiphany, all kinds of dark emotions came crawling up from the shadows

within my soul, and I suddenly had lots of questions for myself. Am I good enough to

have these choices? Am I smart enough for these choices? What will people think if I

fail? What if I embarrass myself? Even really damaging and irrelevant questions such

as: Am I pretty enough to have all the choices? When I started to ponder all this, I

realized that the big question I was asking myself was: Do I deserve to take up all the

space that comes with owning all of the choices in life? I did not have an answer, but

I knew that I could not tuck all that emotion back into the shadows. So instead, I put

it to work. This is how I started down the path of equity, empowerment and advocacy.

I wanted her to grab onto life fully, with both hands, and own it. But I also knew that

for children, seeing is believing. The most important role models in a child’s life are

the people immediately surrounding them. So, I knew that if I wanted my niece to

have all the choices in life, I �rst needed to give them to myself.
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I also underestimated the beauty this work would bring into my life. How my heart

would be shattered into a million pieces and then rebuilt stronger because of the

unconditional love and generosity of strangers. That I would �nd true, �erce bravery

walking through the darkest corners of this world.

Over the past four years, I have failed more times
than I can count. Faced countless roadblocks and
challenges. I’m not being dramatic. This isn’t an
overstatement. It’s been a near-constant state of
failure in both big and small ways. The truth is that
failure has become a state of being for me – and I’m
eternally grateful for it.

 
Here are a few of my big failures - By the end of 2016, I quit working for the women’s

empowerment startup that I had left corporate to join. My expectations were entirely

different from reality and I learned some hard lessons very quickly. But that failure

opened up the door to amazing new relationships and gave me the opportunity to

commit more of myself to international relief work, which has become a part of my

DNA now.

I knew that making the world a better place would require hard work. But I didn’t

realize how hard it would actually be, or how much of myself this work would require.

I didn’t recognize the expectations I was bringing with me – or the ones that other

people had. And I certainly didn’t understand how failure would take on a new

meaning in my life.
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In 2018, I started creating a nonpro�t that would use art to build soft skills and

foster equity within communities. But I had to abandon the nonpro�t structure

(compliance is a beast) and pivot the strategy twice to align the work to what the

world needs. 

I had to let go of projects I deeply loved to make room these pivots. This felt like a

total failure, but I was able to build some powerful programming and expand my

personal education (yay new certi�cations!). It was this failure that led to me

founding Just A Girl.

I’ve put everything I have into trying to make the world a better place – my heart, my

pride, my reputation, my creativity, my money, my career, my time, my comfort…

everything. There were many times I thought about giving up. And if I’m being

honest, giving up still crosses my mind sometimes (because being all in is hard).

I have failed my way to where I’m at now. All these failures now seem to line up,

pointing me to Just A Girl. Pushing me toward creating support and solutions

surrounding inclusive mental health and womxn’s empowerment. Failure isn’t

something that happens to me – it is the state of being that allows me to thrive in ways

I never knew were possible. I’m proud to be a failure. Because of failure, I have

found my voice.

Right after leaving the startup, I started my �rst �ntech company – it was a really

good idea – but I realized that my heart wasn’t in it. I couldn’t build a company that

fed into a system I knew was broken, so I quickly closed the doors. Another big,

public failure. Interestingly, that same kernel of an idea has inspired some longer-

term solutions I’m working on now for Just A Girl.
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I’m also regularly invited to speak at organizations both in the US and abroad. A

recent highlight is a speaking engagement with women in STEM at the Imperial

College of London!

Through this work, I earned a Therapeutic Art Coaching certi�cation. I’ve become a

kintsugi artist and built a workshop around this art form to help womxn and girls

learn to celebrate who they are, cracks and all. Grotto Network did a mini-

documentary on my work with kintsugi. 

I was also highlighted as one of  to

Watch in 2020 – a huge honor for me.

Idea Mensch’s Top 50 Women Entrepreneurs

I was also . pro�led by Idea Mensch

I am a source for a number of news outlets, including Girl’s Life Magazine and 

. 

Motley

Fool

 

We’ve been really lucky, as we’ve had great traction already. We have built a

�edgling community on six continents, and are expecting to skyrocket our

engagement in 2021.

I gave  back in 2019.my �rst TEDx Talk

Now would you Please share some of your achievements and major
milestones that you are proud of?

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
https://grottonetwork.com/make-an-impact/heal/find-healing-through-kintsugi-art/
https://ideamensch.com/female-entrepreneurs/
https://ideamensch.com/kirsten-helgeson/
https://www.fool.com/the-ascent/research/most-socially-conscious-cities/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sco1qy5GOAk
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. As I started to navigate the challenges and

failures that arose, I suddenly realized that the best advice had been sitting right in

front of me the whole time. 

I have a favourite coffee mug that I got on a trip to Scotland. It says “Listen to the

World” with trees, birds and people on it

I just needed to listen to the world – truly listen. And from there, my job was simply to

create solutions that aligned with what I learned. This might sound really simple, but

truly listening is one of the hardest skills to develop and is often overlooked. But to

build a fair and equitable world, you must understand the hearts and souls of the

people in it. This means setting aside your own ego and expectations, to build

something of real value. 

 

I also serve on the steering committee of Women’s Entrepreneurship Week, and we

recently had our inaugural Pitch Competition, built by women entrepreneurs for

women entrepreneurs. It was such a challenging, rewarding experience.

What would be your advice to our readers who want to empower
others  or promote gender equality?

Just A Girl is crafting a new approach to leadership, collaboration and sisterhood.

We’ve established our  and are amping up our efforts in

2021. 

 Inclusivity Advisory Board

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=
https://www.bizjournals.com/milwaukee/news/2020/09/11/influential-milwaukee-women-join-local-startup-boa.html
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Kirsten listening to Michelle Obama speak at the Girl Up Leadership Summit 2020. Her

"Listen to the World" coffee mug can be seen in this picture.

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/682707?token=621b01a9c35a99c66af63f8f50e11caf&embed_fonts=


Equality Change Makers 2020

Equality Change Makers is a project of Rights of Equality, a digital advocacy
platform promoting gender equality and women empowerment. In Equality
Change Makers we featured women and men doing path breaking work in
advancing women's rights and gender equality in different parts of the world.
From July to December 2020, we published seventeen interviews — seventeen
stories of hope, resilience, courage and authenticity. After six months when
we looked back at these interviews, we realized that these were hidden
treasures in the form of conversations and narratives. We decided to compile
all these stories and present them in the form of a book which will re�ect the
collective struggle, wisdom,  vulnerability, frustration, hope and courage that
we have collected for the last six months. That's how 
"Equality Change Makers 2020" was born. 

Hope you enjoy reading and draw inspiration from these stories. 

If you have any comments, questions or feedback please email us at
equalityrightsof@gmail.com


